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WHAT DO WE HAVE TO LOOK FORWARD TO?

Instauration (Nov. 1982) says that Thorn
Werthman may be the first rabbi to convert to a
Gentile religion since Saul became Paul on the
road to Damascus. There have actually been a
In keeping with Instauration's policy of anonym
D Cholly writes (Aug. 1982) that "the proper
few other cases of rabbis going goy. After Bog
ity, most communicants will be identified by the
American will kill anything that moves if he can
dan Chimielnicki's Cossack uprising in the
first three digits of their zip codes.
get away with it, purely for the voluptuous thrill
Ukraine in 1648 an uneasiness spread among
to be gained." Later he adds, "American women
Jews in Eastern Europe. Some began to listen to a
A high-ranking officer of my state's Bureau of
and children are just as despoiled as American
"false" Messiah, Sabbataj Cwi, a latter-day Jew
Investigation recently moved into my building.
land and wild animals." He then concludes,
ish Peter the Hermit, who preached that Jews
He reads my Instauration. I was encouraged be
"Men who hate women are basically homosex
must return to the Promised Land. Two of his
cause even before I gave him my copies to read,
ual ... the American white has come out of the
more enterprising followers, Jehuda Chasid and
he had already referred to Jews as "unassimil
closet." If the author had been writing about Ira
Chaim Malach (both of them probably rabbis),
able."
Levin, whose books drip with violence and ha
organized a Jewish crusade and went trekking
tred for women and children, I'd agree. I could
Zip withheld
from the Ukraine to Palestine. A third of the
even agree that this might apply to William F.
1,500 souls, including Jehuda Chasid, perished
C The word "cretin" is derived etymologically
Buckley Jr. Certainly it would describe the at
on their way to the Holy Land. Most of the
from the word "Christian." Should this tell us
titudes of many minority members. But as a
survivors converted to Islam or returned to Eu
something about what our ancestors thought of
white American woman, I've never seen any
rope and became Christianized. The faithful few
those who adopted the bizarre new cult from the
thing of the above that would apply to any of the
who stuck to Chaim Malach became deranged
East?
men that I grew up with -- or to the men in my
and indulged themselves in a dance craze (much
443
neighborhood or to my husband, son or male
like the medieval St. Vitus dance orgy), swinging
relatives.
around with a wooden picture of their Messiah,
I am a Swedish-German-English-American,
162
Sabbataj Cwi, who realized the error of his ways
blond, blue-eyed, 6'4" tall, 35 years old, 20/20
and eventually converted to Islam after having
vision, 160 IQ, ability in math, science, music,
After 20 years in the civil service, my wimp
failed to perform magic for the Turkish sultan.
art, athletics and medicine. I will willingly im
meter is totally burned out. There must be a
More was to follow. In Poland, a few centuries
pregnate any woman aged between 25 and 40
better way to make a living! A liberal arts degree,
later, a "prophet" again rose to challenge the
who has equivalent virtues, or exceptional ones,
I suspect, is a certificate that proves one can do
bona fide rabbis. Jakob Frank (1720-1791) thun
either directly or by artificial insemination.
nothing useful. No, I don't suspect, I know.
dered and proclaimed that the Talmud was evil.
208
227
Protected by Bishop Dembowski, Frank and his
followers (514 in Lwow alone) stormed intosyn
The way nonwhites are breeding, the fate of
[j Our nation's attitude towards eugenics is re
agogues, burned the Talmud on the streets (yes,
the West will be that of Atlantis, only the waves
flected in the way we make automobiles. I think
there have been Jewish book-burnings of Jewish
that will wash over our land are chromosomal
of it as the "factory recall" syndrome. Just slap
books) and defied the rabbis. At the theological
not aqueous.
together cars and people with scant regard for
disputation in Lwow in 1759, the Frankists
444
quality control. If they don't turn out right, call
raised the charge of ritual murder and accused
,em back to the shop or hospital, tinker with
the NTalmudists," as they called the ordinary
them and hope for the best. Wouldn't it be easier
Jews, of murdering Christian children. Said
to put out a quality product the first timel
C I feel for the new sperm bank baby boy (In
Frank: "Christian blood is a necessity for the
606
stauration, Nov. 1982). It sounds so marvelous to
Talmudists." Eventually, Frank and his followers
everyone from the outside. But we don't know
embraced Christianity.
how he will feel about it. It's very important for
Swedish subscriber
My heartfelt thanks to the Instaurationist law
children to believe they were conceived in love.
yer for his fine article, "Majority Estate Plan
II's equally important for them to know who
ning" (Nov. 1982). It was really refreshing to
Arthur de Gobineau is not listed in the Ran
they are biologically. With all of its problems, I
House College Dictionary (1980). Joan
read such an intelligent, thoughtful and down
don't think the old-fashioned family can be im
Baez is.
to-earth plea.
proved upon.
303
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15th~century

woodcut depicting how those who commit one of the
seven deadly sins are broken on the wheel.

Zip 902 (Nov. 1(82) asks why so few Majority
activists have children. He thinks it may be that
they are so dedicated to their cause they fear any
children of theirs might get persecuted. Sitting
up here in the Northern neck of the planet, I
believe 902 is off the mark. The most likely cause
is that given by John Toland. Majority activists
are, with a few notable exceptions, a bunch of
misfits ,lOd malcontents. That is not to say that
anyone harboring white racialist feelings is a
misfit -- just those who identify themselves
openly and brazenly as "racists." The best of
WASP genetic dynamics is, I am afraid, not
found among the rank and file of Majority ac
tivists. I believe "our best" are found among
II1"t,lUration'" scarier readers and among Nation
,11 Rp\ II:::'\\' and Modern Age subscribers.
161
If you happened to see the cover of Esquire
(Feb. 13, 1(79), you may have smiled atthesight
of an amused-looking Irving Kristol. Could this
grandfatherly imp with twinkling eyes truly be
the "Godfather of the most powerful new politi
cal force in America"? The force that Kristol
heads i!>n't new. It's been in existence since the
1950s, when political science professor leo
Strauss (1899-1973) became publicly bitter and
angerl'd by the writings of those he deemed
responsible for Nazism. A highly educated Ger
man Jew, he hated Hegel as the grandfather and
Nietzsche as the father of fascism, which he saw
as irrdtional dnd chaotic. Yet, as time went on,
Strduss's own writings became increasingly
emotional, intolerant and extreme, until he him
self sounded ultra-right. By the end of his life,
Strauss had completely turned away from "mod
ernity" to the "wisdom of the ancients" -- main
ly to the writings of Plato. Ironically, Plato has
been called the father of fascism (see Walter
Kautmdnn's "It,tl~(he and Karl Popper's The
Upt'n )Ot 1{'tV dnd II', Enemies!. Strauss said his
switch to Plato was a reaction to communism,
which he described as a leveler of excellence.
(Yet Nietzsche was the anti-egalitarian "par ex
cellence.")
Straussians have been accused by liberals and
Marxists of being fanatical and dangerous. There
is .In drticle dbout it in Buckley's Nationdl Re
\ Il'\\
(March 21, 1(80): "Communism, Si;
Strdussianism, No." "Neoconservatism," in
Cdse dny reader has not yet gotten the point, is
pretty much "Straussianism."
Kristol is worshipped (and that i" the right
word) dS devotedly as his mentor was. He's writ
ten numerous essays, including a collection cal
led r \\ 0 Cht'pr" tor Capital i-,m, which call for the
right dnd left intelligentsia to join together in
controlling the passions and thoughts of the les
ser folk. For Kristol, .IS for Strauss, censorship is a
must, .md our minds must be, forcibly if neces
sary, hdrnessed to a set of ideas -- namely,
Strauss's totalitarian, anti-totalitarian ideas.
591

I concur completely with the statement in the
October issue of my favorite periodical that raw
pornography and romantic, idealized sexual
love cannot long coexist in our society. I speak
from the standpoint of a 26-year-old single man
living in the Washington, D.C. area. Today, for
any of us to consciously try to retain some of the
sensibility that produced the love-hymns of
Burns, Poe or Shakespeare, is to see with a new
and chilling clarity of vision. We, its unwilling
victims, perceive in the detestable filth that has
supplanted Western literature and cinema what
its perpetrators and its willing victims cannot
perceive: the profanation and pollution of ev
erything that we hold most sacred -- our daugh
ters, our sisters, our wives or wives-to-be, all
those toward whom the most sublime strivings
of our souls are directed. Pornography is an
awesome psychological weapon, and it is aimed
at the root of our people's future. Biologically
speaking, our enemies are, with considerable
success, confusing and thwarting the natural
mate-seeking, mate-winning and young-rearing
instincts of the hated Majority.
220

LJ Your remarks on the Knights of the Golden
Circle (Sept. 1982. p. 10) brought back dim
memories of half-forgotten things. The state
ment concerning the Golden Circle "stragglers"
who are "said" to still "hold meetings from time
to time in dark Southern pinewoods" is correct.
In 1959, when I was 11, my late great-uncle took
me to just such a "deep woods," as he called it -
tar out in the country. To all outward appear
ances this would have appeared to be a function
of the dread Ku Klux Klan, but as I look back on
it, I do not believe it was. Beyond such adjectives
as mysterious and eerie, that long-ago "deep
woods" was an electrifying and profoundly re
ligious ceremony and experience, carried out by
devoutly religious men. I cannot, with certainty,
say that it was "Christian," but it definitely was
not Southern Baptist or anything other that I am
familiar with. If I had to label it, I would call it
"Aryan" and leave it at that. Anyway, they still
meet on a distant relative's land in the second
county over from me. I have never gone back. It
would be interesting, but I am almost afraid to
go -- I might be converted!
271

C While all the sundry organs of government
inveigh against eugenics, the U.S. Department
of Agriculture's National Seed Storage labora
tory is doing its utmost to preserve (for future
generations) the purest strains of vegetables.
This is the same ultra-cold (nitrogen) preserva
tion technique used by Robert Graham's Reposi
tory for Germinal Choice.
902

MARV

C I do not think the cartoons in InslJurJtion are
serving any purpose. The September 1982 issue
with the black woman doing something with a
champaign bottle was embarrassing to say the
least. I like to introduce your magazine to close
friends, but that type of thing will not set right
with people who should start reading Instaura
tion

967

that not only is white skin mechanically inferior,
but that it came into being by degenerating from
a previous, superior, colored condition. If we
combine the old jibe about man evolving from
apes, with Dr. Kligman's unstated idea that man
evolved from Negroes, we arrive at the idea of
man evolving from Negro-dpes.

C Re "Black Boss" (Nov. 1982), ten years ago I
drove a mail truck through Sparta, Georgia, en
route to Macon two or three times a week. There
were three or four Negro roadhouses clustered
at the western end of the city limits where I saw
every brand of jacked-up, mag-wheeled pimp
mobiles in the wee hours of the morning. Practi
cally all these autos bore license plates from
New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania. Fortu
nately I never had a flat on that stretch of the
road.

404

304

Dr. Kligman's "Unponderable Quote" (In
"tJuration, Nov. 1982) gives one the impression

C In our dge firearms are unclean. To appease
those unenlightened members of our society
who are as of yet unconvinced of the religious
nature of the act of murder, and who are not
especially enthused about being involved in
some mudman's observance, ritual and cere
mony thereof, the dubious bone of Oriental
martial arts is offered. It is, to me, incongruous
that man the tool user should choose not to use a
tool in so important a matter as self-defense, as
many of the martial arts teach.
When viewed solely as a vehicle to subdue
one's passions and instill self-discipline, I ques
tion the wisdom of an Occidental mind trying to
adopt, and adapt to, an Oriental system -- be it
martial arts or religion.
As a practical tool for self-defense, martial
arts are absurdly impractical. They take years to
master to the point of being applicable in the
real world. In contrast, such Occidental devices
as the ballbat, the tire iron and the common stick
can be rudimentarily mastered in about thirty
seconds. The pistol is not an animate or mystical
object, but is the ultimate tool of personal self
defense (eugenics and euthanasia are the ulti
mate impersonal tools). In a week of adequate
instruction and practice, a thoroughly average
person can develop such skills so as to be able to
kill anyone on earth close enough to harm him
with close-range weapons. At the end of that
week, one is reasonably competent to protect
himself and to also not injure others in acci
dents. And further, except for occasional prac
tice, one does not have to waste further time and
can apply himself to more important matters.
293

Wanna know what our Princesses
make for dinner? Reservations.
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Q When I read Instauratloll I keep frantically
checking to see what page I'm on, knowing that
the end will come all too soon.
225

C

Zip 113 (Nov. 1982) has a good point. Max
imize video capabilities to our side's advantage.
With interactive home computers, video optic
cable systems, satellite broadcasts, and video
discs and cassettes, we can save effective public
speakers for posterity and have their breathless
words spread to the furthest hinterlands, with
out the speaker having to catch a plane and
spend an insomniac night in a Holiday Inn. "Ra
cists" can speak without fear of a brick or an egg
being thrown at them. Anyhow, if you want to
make a videotape production, you can rent vid
eo equipment, borrow it from a friend, or even
from some public libraries. The video tape cas
sette is fairly cheap, and no film development is
necessary. A high-speed duplicator can generate
many lovely "subversive" copies.
688

C Cholly's Winthrop Saltonstall was as inspired
a creation in a repulsive way as Sutter Lang was
admirable and endearing. All the same, I do
hope Cholly's suggestion that Abba Eban is a
"chickenhawk" was not a bit of American pre
judice about so-called "British accents." Coarse
colonial ears may think A.E.'s speech is pukka
and "U" and all that. Actually, Whitechapel is
audible to those of us whose ears are trained to
detect the counterfeit. You might call A.E.'s
speech, "Secondary school Bryddish."
British subscriber

Q Two nights ago I went to see "The Empire
Strikes Back" for the umpteenth time. The farce
is a valid version of the traditional Nordic world
view. Perhaps the movie also has political rami
fications. Today we have a "Galactic Emperor"
of sorts and any number of "Darth Vaders" (the
presidents and prime ministers of Western coun
tries, for example). Not real, you say? Think
about it.
112

C You did well to make Alexander Haig "Major
ity Renegade of the Year" for his obsessive lick
spittling to Israel. You could have strengthened
your case with a Haigian slip of the tongue made
when reporters asked him about Israel's inva
sion of Lebanon last June. "We ... lost an air
craft and a helicopter yesterday," said Haig.
Since he was speaking of Israel's losses, Haig's
"we" showed how deeply his renegadism runs. I
might mention that after leaving the Cabinet,
Haig ran off to Israel to receive an honorary
Ph.D. from Ben Gurion U. and then had his
picture taken with his good friend, Fatty (But
cher Boy) Sharon.
327

C "Majority Estate Planning" (Nov. 1982) was
good, but giving while alive provides true satis
faction.
274
The Spartans had a practice that before any
man went off to battle, he had to father at least
one child.
770

C Primarily I am a raging racist, but I publicly
fraternize with the enemy. In high school I dated
a Jewish girl and right now I am friendly with a
Mexican woman. Neither the Jewess nor the
muchacha were or are attractive to me. What
does this say about me, even though I have never
had sexual relations with either one? Am I a
coward? Am I a hypocrite? What does this say
about the condition of our country? Are we all
cowards and hypocrites?
502

C It is nothing short of amazing that Instauration
can exist at all, given the spiritual tyranny of our
times. I know without asking that you must be
constantly inundated with hate mail, to say
nothing of threats from antiwhite individuals
and organizations of every stripe. That you have
the courage, the skill and the luck to publish this
electrifying magazine shows me that the great
planetary inframind which undergirds us all is
beginning to bestir itself so as to prevent its own
death. Issue after issue reveals the reality, extent
and effects of the dysgenic plague spreading
over the earth. The precondition for a cure from
this plague is conscious acknowledgment of our
morbid condition. To me Instauration is the only
known force working to establish this precondi
tion. If my suspicions are correct, Instauration
ists will be acquiring political power in many
white nations when push comes to shove in what
now looks like a forthcoming breakdown of the
world banking system over the next decade.
Whatever the future holds, Instauration in effect
shows the direction of the one and only way out
of the global death trap the Jews, the miscegena
tionists and the criminal nihilists are driving us
into.
884

o Illinois is now the proud possessor of a Race
Law. It was passed by both houses without op
position. The bill (H. 2391), signed by Governor
Thompson, became effective January 1, 1983.
Hardly a word about it in the media. It was
sponsored by Rep. Arthur Telcser (R-Chicago).
Pass the yarmulkes!
609

o

There is a natural tendency toward rebellion
in youth, especially at the college level. I firmly
believe this is why the subversive savants in most
of the schools are losing ground with many of
their charges. All the more reason for an alter
nate choice; one that should be presented force
fully, right between the eyes, and certainly not
attenuated or expounded in some fearful, half
baked manner. I still can't figure where a little
shock treatment and hard-hitting journalism is
so terribly amiss in your publication. In the long
run I think you'll be more respected for a forth
right, hard-hitting approach than you will with
the wimpish yellow brick road.
921

With due regard to the artist-creator of "Willie," I wish he would rework the character to look
more like the black on the right. This type is much more common and much more dangerous (to
blacks and whites) than "jiving, street-wise Willie."
606
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A mother's place is in the home. Where is she
now? Out there somewhere believing she's solv
ing the problems of the world. Instead of being
the slave of some office or factory tyrant, why
doesn't she try being a queen in her kitchen?
038

o

It's the size of the fight in the dog that counts.
That's why Cholly is tops on my list.
860

WHAT DO WE HAVE
TO LOOK FORWARD TO~
The answer to the question posed by the headline is "not
much" -- both for the short and the long haul. But since our
people have learned the hard way how to live with bad news
tor the last half-century, we ought to be able to take another 50
years of the same in stride. Ironically, the more bad news that
piles up, the greater the possibility of good news in the future.
You can't bu i Id a new house on the site of an old house until the
Idtter has been razed.
The basic problem, of course, is the survival of our race -- our
poor, kicked-about, down-at-the-mouth race, whose hopes
and dreams and skin grow darker with each passing year. The
racial homeland, Europe, has become the pathetic shuttlecock
of two perimeter giants -- the U.S., with its head of mush and
feet of clay, and the U.S.s.R., with its petrified Marxism, Byzan
tine pol iticking and Czarist empire-building. The rot of pervert
ed liberalism and equalitarianism, born and bred in the minor
ity paradise of North America, has spread to Europe where its
poison has been effectively counteracting any long overdue
political and social convalescence. As the white soul sickens
everywhere, white bodies are dying off to be replaced with an
appallingly smaller number each generation. Meanwhile the
blacks, browns and yellows are dancing it up at our racial
wake.
On the international scene, all that saves Europe from Rus
sian overlordship is the bomb. But tomorrow, if not today, who
wi II be mad enough to resort to the bomb if a nuclear war
would kayo an already groggy Europe? And who, or what
combination of whos, when the bomb is no longer a credible
deterrent, will be able to stop a bombless Russian military
assault that will make Hitler's blitzes look like Saturday-night
fisticuffs in the neighborhood beer joint?
Europe's best chance rests in an internal blowup in Russia,
either dn economic cuHapse or ethnic explosion, which might
deflect the commissars from foreign forays by forcing them to
concentrate on avoiding the fate they themselves once inflicted
on an earlier ruling class. Or perhaps they will think it more
politic to strike south to the Persian Gulf instead ofgoingwest-
to starve Europe into surrender by tightening the oil noose.
Africa? The roving black military bands will rove wider and
Wider, armed by one group of whites to kill the remaining group
of whites. Latin America? It will become more junta-ridden
than ever as the potential for disorder increases in direct pro
portion to the obscene birthrates. The mestizo tide will con
tinue to roll in and over the American southwest with ever
larger waves breaking on the concrete wilderness of northern
urbania. Bigger and more powerful black and Hispanic voting
blocs wi II convert the social order into a vast welfare grabbag
where dwindling numbers of whites produce a dwindling num
ber of products for a multiplying swarm of nonproducers -- all
this dS there is less and less room in the workplace for raw,
untutored and untutorable labor.
With no chance of boosting productivity or meeting the

foreign competition, with no possibility of cutting the astro
nomical deficits, with conservatives trying to take us back to
Hoover and liberals to F.D.R., inflation will run amuck. The
printing presses will screech and clank and flood us with worth
less money until the system all but drowns in a sea of green
stuff. Black, Hispanic and white renegade filibusters will make
the passage of any sensible economic legislation impossible.
Any white political leader who tries to halt the criminalization
of government or dampen minority racism will face the danger
of assassination. Any serious public criticism of what is hap
pening will be forbidden, as the media crank out one long,
uninterrupted anti-Majority howl. Each and every fiscal year
the tribute to the minorities will be hiked both at home and
abroad. The huge handouts will not be restricted to nonwhites.
The richest American population group will get its share, as
more and more of the national treasure is transferred to Israel.
Too bad that those who are sinking us are too full of hate and
envy to realize what will happen to them when the ship goes
down. Without the Majority as a buffer, as a target, as a scape
goat, the blacks and Hispanics will fly at each others' throats
and engender a massive mutual bloodbath that will set new
records for genocidal butchery. The rich Jews, the predestined
hit-and-runners of civilizations, will escape in time. Once they
have done what they have been programmed to do since the
first diaspora, they will move on and look for new victims,
leavi ng their poorer cousins to take the rap.
The great "if" is whether there will be enough of us (Majority
members) around to put up any real fight during and after the
final breakdown. We lost our culture decades ago. Does this
mean we have also lostourwill? Is it possibleforanycultureless
group or any group whose culture has been supplanted by an
alien culture to offer any effective collective resistance to any
thing? Will we go under without a struggle? Or, at the moment
of supreme crisis for Northern European man in America, will
we rise up and save at least a portion of our land for a new start
-- for another, more intelligent shot at building a new country to
take the place of the one we lost? Or will all the billions of
manhours we have expended since 1607 go down the tube
without a trace?
Right now we are all having a wild party on the edge of
Mount St. Helens. Since only a few of us are being pushed into
the crater each day, we pretend not to notice. After all, our wife
has not been raped, our father has not been murdered, our son
or daughter has not been kidnapped, our job has not been lost
to Reaganomics, affirmative action or illegal immigrants. But
when every family is hit, when whole cities, not just sections of
them, catch fire, when we have to scavenge all day to put a little
food in our kids' stomachs each night, will we still pretend that
nothing is happening? Will we still believe Dan Rather and Ben
Bradlee and "Punch" Sulzberger when they tell us once again
that everything is really our fault and that our already over
loaded psyches must shoulder even heavier burdens of guilt?
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It is hard to believe we will go down so cravenly, though all
the present signs point to it, hard to believe that the great
collective mind of Northern European man will give in so
easily, so stupidly and so supinely. The best of us choose to
think that the worst, the absolute worst, will never happen. The
best of us have faith there will be a last-minute spiritual and
physical bounce-back that will be just as much as a positive
miracle as our present, almost hopeless plight has been a
negative miracle.
So what do we have to look forward to? Nothing now, except
more of the same grueling downslide which has been our lot for
several generations. We were born into a tragedy and we will
die in the midst of a deeper tragedy.
But tragedies always end. Our historic mission must be to see
that some of us are still in the audience when the final curtain
comes crashing down, some of us who have learned from what
we have seen to make sure that our people will not again fall
into the same deathtrap.
Attending a great tragedy, Aristotle tells us, is an ennobling
experience, a catharsis which drycleans a man's soul and sends
him out of the theater a better person. Let us hope that the great
national tragedy we are now witnessing has the same cleansing
and uplifting effect on us.
Meanwhile, let us train our minds and bodies, let us get ready
in the shadows, and let us pray -- yes, pray -- for doomsday. The
longer it is delayed, the more certain will be our doom.
The Economic Deathtrap
Doomsday can be one great catastrophe or a train of events.
The event or events we have in mind will be triggered by the
collapse of the American economy. Thatthe U.S. is heading full
steam for a welfare state is hardly news. Some would say that
we have already reached this economic way station. But if we
have, why all the fuss?
The fact is that the U.S. cannot afford a welfare state on the
Northern European model, where health care, education and
retirement pensions are the perks of every citizen. In spite of the
traditional Horatio Alger ethos and the shrieks of the Milton
Friedmans, the American middle class, threatened with a
breakdown in Social Security, no longer able to afford a college
education for its children and hounded by out-of-sight medical
costs, would right now be more than willing to settle for a Big
Brother state that would provide what Sweden provides.
Sweden pays for its version of the welfare state by putting
about a 40% tax on all income. As Peter Peterson, the head of
Lehman Brothers Kuhn Loeb, * admitted on a recent William F.
Buckley "Firing Line" TV program, Americans would have to
live with a 60% income tax to receive the same services as the
Swedes. Why? Because, Peterson explained, America, unlike
Sweden, is a "heterogeneous" society. In other words, a hete
rogeneous nation must tax its citizens 20% more than a homo
geneous nation to qualify as a welfare state. That's quite a

'* Peterson is of Greek origin. He, together with George Ball, a former
high State Department official, actually rescued Lehman Brothers and
Kuhn Loeb from financial disintegration a few years ago by merging
them and taking over control from the Jewish partners. Paradoxically,
America's two most prominent Jewish banking houses were kept alive
by two non-Jews, one of them, George Ball, America's most outspoken
anti-Zionist. In the complexity of modern economic operations, in
volving computer programs, massive research and high-level account
ing, Jews must look beyond the highly specialized financial talents of
Jewry for the organizational abilities to keep their many enterprises
afloat.
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premium to pay for racial pluralism. And, as Peterson admitted
in almost the same breath, it's an unacceptable, almost bank
rupting premium since a 60% tax rate would throw the econo
my into chaos by drying up practically all investment funds and
by forcing the young to devote a major part of their working
lives to pay for the retirement of the old.
Peterson did not elaborate on the buzzword, "heterogene
ous." If he had, he might have been accused of racism. Swe
den, too, suffers from a measure of heterogeneity -- about 10%
of the population is non-Swedish. But most of the non-Swedes
are Finns, who are not too racially or culturally dissimilar, and
Sweden's population stew is not bubbling over with blacks and
Hispanics -- just a darker shade of white from Southern Europe
and the Middle East. So it is not heterogeneity per se that is
affecting the American economy so adversely. It is a special
kind of heterogeneity caused by the presence of blacks and
Hispanics.
Although he spoke in the cryptic, muffled manner that char
acterizes contemporary public pronouncements, banker Peter
son did put his finger on the crushing weight that is squeezing
the breath out of the American economy. While the spiritof the
times and the dynamics of minority racism are driving us to
ward a 100% welfare state, the economic facts of life make
such a goal impossible. How will these two irreconcilables be
reconciled? They won't. They will merely be swept under the
rug for a few more years or decades by paying for welfare with
more inflation, until the dollar goes bust and the sparks really
begin to fly.
Yes, we will eventually have a genuine, all-encompassing
welfare state. But it will be the totalitarian welfare state of the
Russian variety, which also provides free health care, free
education and retirement pensions for all. But the Soviets fund
their welfare state by keeping the standard of living abysmally
low and by forcing every able-bodied person to work.
Since the ordinary Russian has never experienced Western
living standards, since he has been accustomed from birth to
living four to a room and standing interminably in lines to buy
the bare necessities, he doesn't object, or at least doesn't object
too strenuously.
But what will the American middle class do as it isslowly and
inexorably proletarianized? It is our guess that it wi II object and
object mightily, and the outpouring of such objections may
bring about a new lease on life for the American Majority,
which, although it has docilely accepted the loss of its culture,
may not be so tolerant when economic slavery is added to
cultural slavery.

Unponderable Quote
Dr. John Lightfoot, Vice-Chancellor of the University of Cam
bridge, and one of the most eminent Hebrew scholars oi his time,
declared, as a result of his most profound and exhaustive study of
the Scriptures, that "heaven and earth, centre and circumference
were all created together in the same instant ... ," and that "this
work took place and man was created by the Trinity on October
23,4004 B.C. at nine o'clock in the morning."

Andrew O. White,
A History of the Warfare of Science with
Theology in Christendom

Richard McCulloch's 11th-Hour Philosophy

THE
IDEAL
AND
DESTINY
Between 1892 and 1895, the great George Santayana lec
tured on the theory and history of aesthetics at Harvard College.
HI~ chief Ideas were subsequently collected into The Sense of
f)edut~/, wh Ich opened with this challenging statement:
The 'lense 01
has a more important place in life than
,)P'ltlwtIL tlworv hds ever taken in philosophy .... That aesthet
IC theor\ h<1 . . re~eived so I ittle attention from the world is not due
to the unllllportance ot the subject of which it treats, but rather to
Iclck ot an ddequate motive for speculating upon it ....

If that motive was still partly lacking in 1896, it was apparent
to many by 1920, when Knight Dunlap, a professor of experi
mental psychology at Johns Hopkins University, published
Per.. . ollJI Beauty and Racial Betterment. Dunlap was rightly
alarmed by many social trends of his time, which favored the
proliferation of ugly and graceless human specimens at the.
expense ot the beautifu I and gracefu I. "The conservation o~
beduty," he declared, "is the problem of the present day and ot
all time." Other problems which, in shallow minds, appeared
to take precedence, were actually derivative from the reemerg
ence of the ape within European humanity and the submerg
ence of the angel.
The great constitutional psychologist William Sheldon, after
examining tens of thousands of American bodies, and probing
the minds and characters that went with them, wrote in 1949,
lilt is possible that the
achievement of our period wi II have
been an unprecedented aesthetic deterioration of the human
carcass. Much of this physical decline, said Sheldon, was due
to indiscriminate mating among the various European subraces
in our national "melting pot," which was sure to produce a
collapse in manners and morals in the decades immediately
ahead.
Now, in 1983, all of the destructive social and demographic
trends of recent times -- careers before chi Idren, unwise adop
tions, racial displacement in our cultural centers -- remain in
full swing, while new, still more devastating ones are regularly
added. America the Beautiful, once routinely praised for hav
ing the most attractive population on earth, is fast becoming
America the Ugly. The motive for "speculating on beauty," as
Santayana put it -- and for empirically testing its effects as well
-- could hardly be more pervasive. Fortunately, human beauty

is at last receiving the careful scrutiny it deserves from a new
generation of thinkers.
High among them stands Richard McCulloch, an eleventh
generation American with a lifelong interest in the history and
welfare of the Northern European people. As a col
student
during the late 1960s and early 1970s, when the assault on his
people's values and dreams entered a more acute and more
dangerous phase, McCulloch resolved to formulate his own
view of life, "first with the goal of self-understanding, then to
further the enlightenment of kindred spirits." The result, eight
years in the making, is a magnificent 5 34-page treatise entitled

The Ideal and Destiny.
McCulloch persuasively argues that the Northern European
race is now trapped in such a political and demographic
morass that "nothing less than a spiritual and moral revolution"
can prevent its extinction. But where can such a revolution
possibly come from? McCulloch's answer: from the same
source it has come from a thousand times before, from the force
which alone has activated the supreme fighting potential of
Nordic man -- that is, from the supreme beauty and charm of
Nord ic woman.
McCu /loch ends a long, mostly gloomy chapter, liThe Sac
rifice of the Idea!," on this stirring note:
The unique ethereal beauty of the Nordic aesthetic ideal,
combining the brightness of the skies and the golden radiance of
the sun with a spirit and soul to match, was created and brought
into existence only through patient eons of arduous labor and
enduring hope, assisted by social selection in favor of the intense
and Innate aesthetic inner longing it incarnates. Its existence is
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still In a state of relative infancy, weak, precarious, and vulner
able, like a fragile flame that can easily be snuffed out on its first
idint flickering. This precious creation, the golden morning of
our race, this dawning of angelic beauty, which should be
carefully nurtured to its full glorious flowering, would bequickly
destroyed and lost, probably for all time, if interracism is allowed
to triumph.
ThiS ideal of beauty, which for over three thousand years has
Inspired countless poets to sing its praises, moved numberless
soldiers to heroism in its service, and enriched and brightened
the culture and life of the North by its rapturous presence, is now
marked for sacrificial destruction ....
In the course of higher evolution, the development of a sense
of beauty, of aesthetic idealism, and of love for and loyalty to
such an ideal of beauty, constitutes one of the most sublime,
ennobling, and mysterious triumphs of Creation. The full
strength of this idealism has yet to be tested. Events are rapidly
proceeding to a point where it will be forced, in alliance with all
the other qualities which tend to promote racial survival, to
exercise, and thereby reveal, its hidden might. It may have no
effect, or it may sweep all before it. If so then those who have
searched so long for a means to bestir their kind will find that, in
the end, beauty was the key, and Northernkind will owe its
being to its love oj its ideal.
Only here, about midway through his book, does the full
impact of McCulloch's title, The Ideal and Destiny, become
clear: our ideal is our destiny. Northernkind may, someday
soon, owe its very existence in an un-Nordic world to its
intense love of its physical and behavioral ideals, to racial
idealism.
Just as psychologist Raymond Cattell has argued that human
ity (or part of it) must soon push forward eugenically to far
higher levels of IQ or begin a regress into stupidity -- there being
no stable plateau in our dynamic universe -- so McCulloch
makes a case that the Northern European race must advance
eugenically in a physical and behavioral sense -- toward mak
ing the godlike ideals of its great artists a reality
or there is
Iittle hope of winning the struggle for racial separatism, on
which all depends.
With McCulloch's title explained, it is worth emphasizing
that the idea behind the title is but one of hundreds of vital ideas
which he offers. Never has the argument been better putthan in
this book that "the pen is mightier than the sword." It was pens,
armies of hired (and occasionally inspired) pens, and rivers of
ink, which put black people in London, Arabs in Paris and
Mexicans in Chicago. The sword cannot expel them, because
Northern Europeans (being Northern Europeans) will only fight
for what they conceive to be a righteous cause, and a million
pens (and their electronic analogues) tell us night and day, in
every way: white self-preservation is the supreme evil. This
totally perverse attitude came almost naturally to a people
indoctrinated with "turn-the-other-cheekism" for a thousand
years and more. The ideas we must defeat are deeply im
planted. The task is to bring what McCulloch calls pro-self and
pro-self-kind instincts and ideas to full consciousness in a few
minds and then, somehow, spread them throughout the race.
McCu Iloch has performed the first half of the task admirably. It
will take an equal amount of genius to circumvent Big Brother'S
ideological control system.

mastery of the universe (with inaction leading to oblivion by
default). Our decision for eternal life or eternal death will be
"determined by ideas." This insistence on ideological deter
minism returns like a Wagnerian leitmotiv at critical junctures
throughout the work. Western civilization was a hybrid from
the beginning, writes McCulloch, containing both European
and extra-European ideas. This diversity, seen by some as a
strength, is now producing its downfall. An ethics which suited
the Levantine lower classes qu ickly destroys Western man
when he is brought into contact with other races. The civiliza
tion which replaces the fallen West must be Northern in nature
and membership, not "universal" as many intend, if it is to
grow. Evolution has always demanded the rejection of the
multitude. Northernkind today is entangled in a vast Gordian
knot of forces and ideas, tempting men of vision to despair.
Those who would untie such a knot must be total egOists,
whose self-esteem and motivation are generated internally.
Part I of The Ideal and Destiny is entitled "Anti-Self Ethics"
and contains two extremely important chapters, liThe Quest for
Nonexistence" and "Metaphysical Significance." The first dis
cusses altruistic ethics, an outlook totally alien to our forefath
ers, but one in which nearly all Northern Europeans are now
indoctrinated from birth. Two forms of so-called "altriusm"
must be distinguished, for they are polar opposites. The al
truistic behaviors which sociobiologists admiringly describe,
and which "bestow a positive evolutionary survival value upon
the genes of the individual who practices them," should more
accurately be referred to as kindredness or egocentric altruism.
They are really self-centered, and therefore healthy and natu
ral. Hyperaltruism or other-centered morality, on the other
hand, represents what the British anthropologist Sir Arthur
Keith called "evolutionary disarmament" and "a complete
abandonment of the evolutionary outlook." Other races pay
this all-destructive creed lip service (as we formerly did), but
ours alone collectively follows "otherism," a recent develop
ment and one unique in the annals of the human condition.
The result is, "Northernkind is in a predicament similar to
that of Prometheus, the prime mover of human progress in
Greek mythology, who was bound with chains as punishment
for his achievements." Our "invisible chains, without which
the visible [political] chains would not be possible, are forged
by the ethics of self-sacrifice and self-abnegation and serve the
purpose of morally disarming the victim by undermining his
will to resist and act in his own self-defense. An altruist's life "is
owned by others and his primary duty is to serve all their claims
upon him." Thus the American Quakers cherish their Yoket"el
low Institute. Or, as McCulloch puts it, productive citizens
make themselves "draft animals" for the unproductive. This
situation is far different from true benevolence and goodwill,
which are "based on reciprocity and mutuality of concern and
interest, and discourage unilateral sacrifice." It is the very
opposite of kindredness (the egocentric "altruism" of the socio
biologists) because
there is virtually a complete mutuality of the ultimate interest
between an individual self and ... evolutionary unit, for his
genes cannot continue to exist in an incarnation similar to his
own self unless his evolutionary unit also continues to exist,
thereby providing a perpetual pool of compatible genes similar
to his own to facilitate the continual reproduction of his traits.

Anti-Self and Pro-Self Ethics
At the very beginning of the book McCulloch writes that
Northernkind stands at the crossroad between oblivion and
PAGE 8
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"Altruism in its purest essence is a quest for nonexistence."
Our formally Christian civilization survived and progressed

until the twentieth century only because true Christians were so
rare. "vVho cannot sympathize with Milton's magnificent, de
fiant, rebellious, self-assertive characterization of Lucifer in
Paradise Lost?" Lucifer was supremely moral to insist upon
"the integrity of a separate sense of self and ego" rather than
knuckle under to a tyrannical and arbitrary Levantine deity. Not
that all gods deserve disrespect:
One CJn only speculate on how improved the human condi
tion might be if we had a religion that portrayed God as d
positive and secure being who desired His creations to be noble,
proud~I£"confident, and self-assertive, rather than the insulting
portrait of a
arbitrary, petty, capricious, and jealou,>
being whose security seems threatened by the slightest manifes
tations ot pride and greJtness among His creations.
Once, long ago, d positive and secure Northern race had a
pOSitive and secure god in its own image. Such theological
individualism and its corolldry, individual rights, depend on
the existence of individudls who, "standing entirely alone by
themselves, dre beings of high value, worthy of the attention of
all Creation, dnd important to the nature of the universe./I A
truly self-trusting individual
will '>acrifice dll external assets rather than compromise his
honor,
Integrity, values, standards, sense of
or
DS\/CI"lOli:)I2ICdl Independence ....
To the true egoist the mmt valuable form of wealth con,>ist" oj
the internJI <Htribute'> uf the self, its intelligence, honor, virtue,
dnd beauty No pxternal mJterial possession'> or wealth Cdn
compensJtt> tor tlw lack, or loss, of these internal possessions or
"Ilatural wealth."
Such beings hdve rdrely appeared except in the Northern
Eu ropean race which is why the history of the Great Race is
nearly the opposite of other racidl histories. The creation of
such self-revering types, through genetic breeding and educa
tion, should be the primary goal of a high civilization. Recently,
the supply has almost disappeared.
By a person's or group's "Metaphysicdl Significance" Mc
Culloch means that quality of representing what is ultimately
important in the universe and its chain of being. "Metaphysics
is the branch of philosophy which deals with ultimate
first principles, and our conception of the nature of reality,
existence, and the universe." Today's dominant ideology, al
truist-egalitarianism (or simply "liberalism"), places mdn in his
lowest forms at the center of its metaphysics. The intell
the beautiful, the competent and the creative dre relegated to
the periphery, even regarded dS freaks. There is, dt present, no
escaping from this suffocdting hierdrchy of values:
Even the apolugists for the Inequalities vvhich exist in our
society render due obeisance to laltrui'>m''>1 dominance by Justi
fying Inequality on the grounds that it results in greater economic
Incentive, activity, production, and creation of wedlth which
Cdn then be redistributed for the benefit of the lurnpenprole
tariat .... The true
oj the persall'> at abi Iity, who
dare to cldlm that
are more important, of greatc>r
cal
more representative ul the es'>entldl dnd Ulti
mate ndture oj man than the lumpenproletariat, and that their
interests should thereiore receive tirst priority, are tew and far
between, and seldom hedrd. It :-.uch dn advocatt> or ,my stature
were to arise, who could not be ignored dnd allowed to sink
unheard into the obliVion 01 anonymity, he would be subjected

to a tempest of verbal assaults of unbelievable bitterness and
hatred.
"Egalitarianism" is truly a misnomer because it is not "a
neutral and impartial judge" but actively promotes the interests
of the lowest biosocial strata. The
itarian artist, far from
being more "sensitive," shows no sensitivity toward (or even
comprehension of) the values and aspirations of Promethean
achievers. Why this exclusive siding with the lowly by many
contemporary opinion-makers?
The concern ... forfailure may be morethan just sympathy, it
may be identification. Beset by self-doubt and an inferiority
complex which may cause them to believe that only luck has
saved them from shari ng the predicament of the failure, whether
criminal or otherWise, they readily empathize with his situation.
Only d person plagued by a lack of self-confidence and self
esteem would Identify with those who are chronic failures, and
would aVOid making judgments against others for fear that they
also might be judged and found wanting.
Th is is especidlly true for members of other races -- Jews,
blacks, Asidns -- who suddenly find themselves perched high
on the economic sCdle in once all-Nordic societies. Looking at
their masses of backward, non-immigrant kinsmen, well might
they SdY, "There, but for luck, go I." Totally uncomprehending
the very, very specidl conditions which alone permit the
accumulation of wedlth dnd innovation (a point McCulloch
insists upon), they guiltily set out to promote first nationwide
and later worldwide "welfare" dnd redistribution schemes.
The failure of naturdl failures rarely leads to regret. The "Old
Left" pred icted that equal ity wou Id make "every man an Apol
lo." Trotsky said so himself. (Sociologists still treat him as a
"serious thinker.") The "New
" hdving learned from that
experience, sought instead to recast humanity's diminishing
number of Apollos as crude Everymen. Whereas the integra
tIOnists of 1960 promised that black behavior would soon
attain the level of white behavior, they now say that blacks
shou Id simply be themselves, wh i Ie whites shou Id stop being
so "d i fferent."

0"

Needed: Private Capital
Part II of The [dedi and Destiny deals with the" Anti-Prome
thean Economics" of state capitalism, which has proven to be a
complete disaster compared to market capitalism. Certainly,
private enterprise is easily abused and turned dgainst the race
which created it, but the theft of created capital in the name of
any "public good" (except for collective self-defense and re
lated functions) ledds rapidly to a Parasitocracy. McCulloch
presents dn extremely presuasive case that the success of the
so-called "mixed economies" of the West is a myth, and that all
are in various stages of decay.
The Prometheans who actually create wealth are invaridbly
superior at knowing how to apply that wealth for the long-term
good of society's finest elements. Admittedly the wealth-mak
ers mdke mdny mistakes. Still, their track record is infinitely
superior to those wou Id-be know-it-alls who step in to redistrib
ute the wedlth they could not hdve created.
Today the entire world economic system "screams desper
dtely" for "fixes" which have less and less effect. The ultimate
,:>ouree of the problem is a growing Idck of private cdpital
accumulation (known to TV news watchers as "obscene prof
its" J. The freedom of Promethean minds to do with such capital
INSTAURATION
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entirely as they see fit has caused Northernkind to sacrifice its
futu re for the sake of the greedy present.
Unless all government spending in the United States, which
is now approaching half of our national income, can be swiftly
cut to the pre-1930 level of 15% -- and all the country's
parasites cut loose -- we will have great difficulty achieving the
expensive technological transformations (away from fossi I fuel
energy, for example) which our critical now-or-never "take-off
point" in history requires. Anti-capitalist skeptics are invited to
study McCulloch's pro-freedom arguments firsthand before
dismissing them. His case may not be airtight, but it challenges
us to consider the alternatives more carefully than we have
heretofore.
Ideas to Fight Big Brother With
Richard McCulloch has this to say about the triumph of Big
Brother:
The indoctrinating force responsible for the Northern Euro
pean mental numbness and paralysis is not difficult to locate. It
can be found in the moral code which Northerners have been
conditioned to accept without question from birth, a moral code
which kowtows to the anti-self-kind ethics and values of interra
cism ... which conditions them to feel warm and comfortable
when they give up the struggle and accept self-sacrifice and
self-destruction while agitating them to feel chilled and ill at ease
with those who urge them not to give up, to assert the interests of
themselves and their self-kind, and to survive.
Our masters' goal is to remake every Northern European into
a broken Winston Smith, the antihero of Orwell's 1984, nursing
a gin and tonic that "bites like nitric acid" and grinning mind
lessly at Big Brother's latest incarnation -- perhaps a Norman
Lear miscegenation "comedy" on our all-too-unfuturistic "tel
escreen." And all of us Winston Smiths had better keep grin
ning. Otherwise we might start feeling "chilled and ill at ease/'
which would begin to mark us as hate-mongering cranks.
The old children's poem which celebrated the mindset of
Christopher Columbus
"sail on, sail on, sail on and on" -
must be cruelly updated to "grin on, grin on, grin on and on."
Big Brother wants his people to be happy, sappy and satisfied!
"The Roman Republic of 300 B.C.," writes McCulloch, "was
a nation. The Roman Empire of A.D. 300 was an anti-nation."
So, too, the once perfectionist American Republic has been
reduced to a mass democracy pursuing long-range anti-goals
whose lowest common denominator is close to zero. Only a
hyperaltruist in search of nothingness can be a "patriot" in such
a setting. But "the eternal, or long-range, patriot is the only true
patriot." Formerly, only America's interloping minorities were
alienated from the system. They remained alienated (by neces
sity), but now the erstwhile Majority is becoming alienated as
well. This must lead to the system's precipitous decline. To
slow this decline, our lost folkways are fast being replaced with
"stateways" :
In a monoracial, homogeneous nation, interrelationships are
primarly governed by customary, common, natural, or internal
ized law, self-generated and imposed from within, otherwise
referred to as folkways. In a multiracial, pluralistic, heterogene
ous anti-nation or empire, naturai, internalized law is virtually
nonexistent, and interrelationships must be governed by legislat
ed positive law, imposed externally from without, sometimes
referred to as stateways. The result is a highly unnatural and
u nstable society, generati ng constant social confl ict and friction
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as competing ethnic groups jockey for power to impose legislat
ed stateways favorable to their interests upon the other national
groups within the culture.
Much of this power-jockeying is cultural. The culture which
our Northern ancestors created, properly our birthright, is be
ing perverted beyond recognition. A "bitter psychological war
fare" is being directed against us, demeaning, vulgarizing and
undermining our most cherished memories and hopes. The
cu Itu ral aggressors"actually have the temerity to portray them
selves as the innocent, oppressed victims of the Northern ma
jority." The full reason for this is rarely understood:
The mentality of certain non-Northern ethnic groups which
historically defi ne themselves in terms of their grievances cannot
allow the possibility that another racial group may have legiti
mate grievances against them. They can no more comprehend
the true cause of the Northern European resentment towards
them than the Northerner can comprehend their alien mentality
that measures the importance of a people by the magnitude and
frequency of their grievances, which they are thus motivated to
magnify, falsify, and distort in ceaseless complaints.
Compounding the absurdity of the racial interaction are
these considerations:
The altruist-egalitarian ideology ... is now so dominant in
Northern culture that when members of non-Northern ethnic
groups promote ideas and policies adverse to the long-range
interests of Northern Man the animosity and hostility of their
position is no longer noticed, for such self-detrimental ideas are
now accepted as the consensus by Northern Man himself ....
The social dynamics of a pluralistic culture create a double
standard which serves to protect the member of the non-North
ern ethnic minority from accusations of cultural aggression
against the Northern majority. If a Northern majority member
accuses the non-Northern minority member of committing acts
of cultural aggression, and thus of being anti-majority, the ma
jority member will find himself charged with being anti-minor
ity. If, however, a majority member accuses a majority member
of being anti-minority, which occurs continually, he is never
counter-accused of being anti-majority. Thus, those who engage
in cultural aggression are protected by the nature of an altruistic,
pluralistic society whereas those who attempt to expose them
are themselves subjected to the censure and condemnation of
the establishment and those who shape public opinion.
Virtually every great Northern European personality of the
past recognized, at one time or another, the "animosity and
hostility" which the jewish minority directed against its host
popu lations -- even though, in the past, that jewish hosti I ity was
(necessarily) much more limited. Today, when a militant ai
Iiance of racial minorities is devouring Northern culture whole,
any Northerner who hopes to be considered "great," in the
media's sense of the word, must pretend not to see what is
happening.
A multiracial society is a doomed society. The record of
multiracial armies is abysmal. Only a "narrow" ethnocentrism
can prevent a people's concerns from swiftly degenerating into
one-dimensional materialism or simple slobbism. The degen
erate behavior of a large part of the West's younger generations
is the price inevitably paid for multiracialism, a system which
forbids the recognition of true heroes unless they are safely in
the past. Since even the past can be "dangerous/' portrayals of
the "American dream" must be turned upside down, and the

99.9(7'( role of Northernkind in America's creation reduced to a
sdfe -l()(I( .
Another important chapter in McCulloch's book is called
"The Sacrifice of the Ideal." Northernkind's women (and men)
are now being feverishly pursued by would-be mates of other
races. These SOCIal climbers (or, rather, biological climbers)
imagine that the act of interracial sex and the production of
mixed offspring can somehow raise themselves up to the "cut
ting edge" of evolution without dragging their partners down.
But "they Cdnnot eat their cake and have it too." Theexistential
bliss which accompanies possession of human beauty belongs
on Iy to those who can perpetuate what they possess.
The false definitions of racism which prevail today do a
"gros':> injustice and disservice to those who have loved and
valued their own race throughout history, and sought to pre
,:>erve ItS unique talents, abilities, qualities, and characterist
ics." Racism is simply pro-self and pro-self-kind ethics, the
S..lme ethics followed by virtually every black, Asian and Jew on
e..lrth. Questions of inferiority and superiority are peripheral.
Acts of discrimination as such no more constitute "preju
dice" than do acts of non-discrimination. The philosopher
Arnold Gehlen traced the first abuse of the word to decadent
eighteenth-century Venice, where the playwright Carlo Gozzi
declared, "Morality [the traditional, discriminating kind] re
mai ns dumb in the face of the magic word pregiudizio." When
d society becomes frightened by such "magic words" -- anti
Semite, bigot, fascist it is no longer free.
Forced racial mixing in the everyday environment of school
and Job makes phony altruism the path of least resistance.
Values once proudly held by all would now provoke only
friction and resentment. The individual who defiantly main
tains discriminating standards must suffer a "continuous agita
tion" which Cdnnot help but affect his personality dnd weaken
his chance for success in the struggle for social dominance.
Since few Cdn long endure such agitation, the great majority
undergoes d largely subsconscious readjustment of values, re
pressing (md sacrificing Its ovvn natural ideals and antipathies.
Few have the internal strength to risk exciting the malevolency
of others. Con,::>equently, whenever mixing is forced, flattery
and hYPOCriSY will attain unheard-of levels. Celebrities of all
kinds will be particu larly exposed to these "value-eroding
'::>itu..ltion'::>. "
Our most hated nightmare IS coming true -- cuckoldry on a
racial scale. RaCial death IS a far more harrowing prospect than
personal death. But those who respond appropriately are called
"ill," while "evolutionary madness is the norm."

Separatism Saves
In the fourth and final part of The Ideal and Destin}!, entitled
"In Creation's
an evolutionary McCulloch brilliantly
analyzes why the fate of the sexes must wax and wane together.
The decline of Northern man is bringing a decline of Northern
woman
historically the freest and happiest breed of woman
on earth, as all observers have testified. The natural battle lines
oj life are always race
race or clan against clan, rarely
class against class, and never sex against sex. The women of
other rdces helve not forgotten thiS
they go along with con
ternporary "feminism," which IS really anti-feminism, because
they are winklngly told that the crusade is really aimed at the
white male.
The "feminist" movement is practically nonexistent in Israel.
In Americd, lews run it. The dynamics of racial conflict require
that the specifically Nordic feminine ideal (unattainable by
t!

others) be attacked foremost. Meanwhile, such racially based
mascul ine syndromes as Nordic gentlemanliness and Hispanic
rndchlsmo are deliberately confused, so that Nordic woman,
hdting a debased, imported rndcho which her own menfolk
never imposed on her, flees into the consoling arms of some
ultra-cynical minority feminist (who puts a complacently patri
archal Israel first in her own heart). The Nordic man is thus
deprived of his one elnd only unique sexual function -- protec
tion/leadership (production having always been a bisexual
function). This deprivdtion wounds his spirit, which provokes
further female rejection. The sexes unravel, and with them the
race.
McCu lIoch concludes his seminal book by emphasizing that
the one aim of the unceasing crusade against white self-under
standing is to make the white race give up -- to make it roll over
and die. Should this hdppen, the once-meek will inherit the
earth without ever having to fight for it. Badgering white people
until their lives are not worth living is a lot easier than
physically wresting away the civilization which they created.
Besides,
physical might tip off the victims.
Overcoming the minority badgers of today will be just the
beginning of our race's struggle. When conflict ends, evolution
ends. Let us therefore embrace the pain which comes with
conflict. Only pain, tremendous pain -- and with it, glorious
pleasure -- can guide us to what we must be. Where the pain
and the
are most acute -- there we must proceed.
To be what we were meant to be should be the guiding
thought, vision, pu rpose, and
of a healthy Northern Civil i
zation at all levels, for the individual and for the race and culture
as a whole. It IS the vision that should always be before us,
Iighting our path and leading us true. Nothing less will do.
Nature and Creation's command, and ourduty, is to ascend, and
we can only ascend if we set our sights on the summit.
To be what we were meant to be first of all means to be
Northern European, true to our race, its values, its moral stan
darcis, its nature, its traits, its heritage, its culture, its achieve
menb, its Interests, its highest potential, and its destiny as de
fined,
and embodied by the best of the race, its true
nobility or .1(l.,tOI. The nobility of those who are what they were
meant to be, the idea and goal of Creation personified.

As for the humblest most grateful refugee-from-failure of
today, he or his grandchildren will seek to smash our race's
fondest dreams tomorrow. Naturally, he will say that he de
prives us of independence out of a sublime "love" for our souls.
Naturally, he will believe every false word he says. And, no less
ndturally, our own grandchildren, if they are forced to live
beside him, will come to believe him and to disbelieve what
their own inner voice tells them! They will ever mistake the
not-self for the self. A truly Promethean civilization demands
separation
constant wrenching acts of separation. Never
again must those who have been cast aside from the mass
evolutionary surge acquire a veto power over the evolutionary
race. The
few, who revere themselves because
they taught themselves what is ultimately unteachable their
race's awesome potential, its no less awesome needs, and their
own power to bridge the gap these few must "be what they
were meant to be./I
The Idedl and Destiny (') )-/. pp. i b'y' Richard ,~v1cCulloch is available
trorn Towncourt Enterpri.,e.', P.O Box 91') I, Coral Spring'>, Florida
) Hj;"'). Price f., 5..!(), plus S I.()O tor postage and handling. Florld.1
re::'lcit"nb
add
..,late :-.ale) tax.
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Israel may cost us $10 billion this year

BEGGAR NATION
The Link is a bimonthly publication of Americans for Middle
East Understanding, Inc. (Room 771,475 Riverside Drive, New
York, NY 10115), a largely WASP organization dedicated to
presenting the Arab side of the Middle East conflict. Its De
cember issue, entitled "U.S.-Israeli Relations: A Reassess
ment," included a chart compiled from Library of Congress
data detailing how Israeli dependence on America has grown
through the years. Anyone who studies it can see why Washing
ton Post book reviewer Ronald Steel calls Israel "the world's
wealthiest and most powerful beggar nation," and Lawrence
Meyer's book Israel Now speaks of a "bunker mentality" in a
nation "living on the dole."
U.S. ASSISTANCE TO ISRAEL, 1948-1983*
(millions of dollars)

Year
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

TQ
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983'

TOTAL

Total'
U.S. Aid
3.017
8.267
4.850
4.380
3.839
6.496
').793
4.1<64
,., 402
4.976
4.832
49,.,4
4.804

Total
U.S. Aid
to Israel

01
86.1
74.7
527
508
409
61.2
SO

5.215
5.310
6.989
6,440
6.894
6,791
6.787
8,078
9.243
9.875
8.97H
7.239
6.413
2.603
7,784
9.014
13.M5
9.694
10.549
8.993
8.993

557
4S.!
839
7
0
61
126 !l
13, I
76.8
121 7
71.1
6008
404.2
467.3
2.5707
693,1
2,2294
278 I>
1.757 !)
l.811.H
4,815, !
1,811.0
2.189.0
2.2190
2.1980

251,286

25,308.3

4.Hi
7.034
7.314

Economic Economic
Loans to Grants to
Israel
Israel

308
35
21.8
499
:'19.0
41 8
298
63.~,

57.4
322
·139
9
5l.3
36 I
40.7

538
59
8,6
2:,94
252.0
266,1{
265.1
26l.0

2.105.0

0.1
86.4
73.6
747
21 9
15.6
19 !
11.3
10.9
13.4

Military
Loans to
Israel

Soviet Jew
Military
Grants to Resettlement
Funds
Israel

0.1
O.:}

18.3

7.2
6.0
4.8
49
0')
06
0
06
0.'1

0.:'1
50 ·1
,,0.,1
51.',
344.5
475,0
50.0
4900
0
525.0
525,0
764,0
806,0'
785.0
5.792.3

13 2
13.3

12.9
90.0
7,0
()

85.0
30.0
545.0
3000
3075
9827
200.0
7500
JOO.O
500.0
5000
2.700.0
500.0
900.0
850.0
8500
10,262.5

1.500,0
100.0
7500
100.0

soon

50.0
36.5
40.0
15,0

500.0
SOO.O
550.0
550.0

15.0
20.0
2".0
25.0
25,0
\3.0
13,0

6,850.0

277.5

500,0

uoo.!)

I Does not Indude Export-Import Bank Loan,.
2 I.e"" than $50.000
3 rhis figure indudes S21 mIllion In economic assistance reprogrammed from the Israeli account
In FY81
4 Under th" Conllnuing Appropriallons Act. 1983. which explfes on Dec. 17 1982.

'SOURCE: Librar} of Congress CongressIOnal Research Service (CRS).

The highlights of the above table are easily summarized. In
1951, the United States aided three-year-old Israel directly for
the first time -- to the tune of $0.1 million. The following year,
we gave the Israelis $86.4 million, or 2.25% of our total foreign
but it was 19 more years before direct U.S. aid to Israel
aid
again reached 2O/C of the total. In 1956, 1957, 1964 and' 967,
the proportion actually fell below 1%. And, until 1966, nearly
all of this scanty aid was "economic" rather than "military" in
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nature. For many years, Uncle Samuel actually adhered to the
April 17, 1948, U.N. Security Council embargo on arms sales
to the disputed Palestine area. (Arms giveaways were totally out
of the question then.)
The last reasonably normal year in U.S.-Israeli relations was
1970. Then, 99% of our foreign aid still went to other nations
(see chart). In 1971, the Israeli share of aid jumped to 7.4%,
before settling back to 4.4% in 1972 and 4.7% in 1973. In
1974, following the Yom Kippur War, aid to Israel shot up to
28.6%. It then returned to 9.6% in 1975, but jumped to 34.8%
in 1976, following the Sinai Disengagement Agreements. A
second peak of 34.8% was attained in 1979, following Camp
David. But even that figure is misleading, for now Egypt was
getting about the same monster share of aid as Israel. The rest of
the world had fallen by the wayside.
In other recent years, the Israeli share of American aid has
fluctuated between 18.7% and 24.7%, but now, despite (or
perhaps because of) Lebanon, the figure seems destined to
climb permanently past the 30% mark. As The Link puts it, "The
inescapable conclusion is that the [peace] agreements were
'bought' largely with the currency of arms."
President Reagan wanted to teach Prime Minister Begin a
very small lesson by raising the $2.2 billion Israeli aid level for
fiscal 1983 to "only" $2.5 billion in fiscal 1984. But the Senate
Appropriations Committee brushed aside his objections and
approved a $2.975 billion package. Later, Israeli Foreign Min
ister Yitzhak Shamir reacted sharply to Reagan's proposal for a
mere 2 1% increase in military aid to Israel, saying it represent
ed "appeasement" of the Arabs. Another Israeli official went
even further, stating bitterly that the president's attempt to limit
Israel's aid increase to the amount he had requested from
Congress was Iinot a legitimate exercise on the part of the
administration." (Yes, you read that correctly.)
When America's indirect subsidies of Israel are factored in
$550 million in Israel Bonds sales last year, more than $1
billion in virtually tax-free private donations, $4 billion in
"bribe money" for Egypt, etc., -- the total cost to the American
taxpayer is expected to top $10 billion during fiscal 1984,
many times the level of just a few years ago.
More and more opinion-makers are demanding a halt. The
Christian Science Monitor now admits, "Israel's extraordinary
economic dependence on the U.S. is all but total," and warns
of special financing agreements designed to "reduce the visi
bility of this aid and forestall possible public criticism." The
United Presbyterian Church has actually asked President Rea
gan to halt all forms of aid to Israel immediately. And the
Chicago Tribune laughs at the notion that Israel is "an unoffi
cial 51 st state" because /lnone of the official 50 can get a deal
Iike [that].'"
In the end, the Israeli aid package went through, complete
with the $475 million pay boost. The PLO can be forgiven for
viewing it as Washington's bonus to Israel for pulling off that
neat I ittle massacre in West Beirut.

FIRST OF THE FIRST
The first British colony in what is now the United States was
not Jamestown, founded in 1607, but Roanoke, an island inside
the Outer Banks of present-day North Carolina. In 1
under
the sponsorship of Sir Walter Raleigh, more than 100 men,
most of them soldiers, were sent across the Atlantic to organize
an overseas center of military operations to counter the octo
pean presence of Spain in the New World. All of these men
rdu rned to England the next year when a hurricane destroyed
nlany of the ships that Sir Francis Drake had brought along to
resupply them.

England, fighting for her life, could ill afford to let desperately
needed ships sail off to the New World. Nevertheless, John
White did manage to charter two small vessels to make the
voyage. Off Madeira, however, one of them was attacked and
looted by French warships and both had to limp back to port.
It was not until 1590 that John White managed to
back to
Roanoke by the circuitous means of joining a privateering foray
to the West Indies. On his arrival he found nothing but desola
tion and no sign of the colonists. A carving on a tree indicated
they might have sought safety with a friendly Indian tribe to the

The arrival of Englishmen at Roanoke Island*

In the spring of 1587 a more serious attempt at colonizing
was made. This time women and children were included in the
contingent of 114 (later 116) British settlers. On August 18,
Elyenor, wife of Ananias Dare and daughter of John White, the
colony's governor, was delivered of the first English baby to be
born in North America. In honor of Elizabeth I, the "Virgin
Queen," who for many years looked-most kindly on Raleigh,
the child was christened Virginia.
john White sailed back to England in late August, planning to
retu rn early the next year with suppl ies and more settlers for the
Roanoke colony. But 1588 was the year of the Spanish Armada.

south. White was unable to persuade the British privateers to
pursue the search for the missing colonists, among whom were
his daughter, son-in-law and granddaughter.
To this day no one knows what happened to the lost colony
of Roanoke. Everyone may have been slaughtered, or the genes
of Virginia Dare and a few other settlers may have passed on,
much diluted, through many generations of Indians.
'" This drawing by Governor John White is taken from The First Col
Onists, edited by David B. and Alison M. Quinn, North Carolina
Department of Cultural Resources, Raleigh, North Carolina, 1982.
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As a memorial to the first British colonists we are listing their
names, all 116 of them, below. Millions of dollars of federal
money are being spent each year to keep alive the memory of
non-Americans who died or who were interned in Europe
during World War II. Hardly anyone gives a thought to the
people who gave their all in the crucial daysof nation-building.
Today the U.S. is full of people whose names have a different
ring from those of the lost colonists of Roanoke. Isn't it time,
isn't it decent, isn't it a sign of spiritual health to give some
recognition to our own ancestral dead?
Men
Roger Bailie
Ananias Dare
Christopher Cooper
Thomas Stevens
John Sampson
Dyonis Harvie
Roger Prat
George Howe
Nicholas johnson
Thomas Warner
Anthony Cage
John Jones
John Tydway
Ambrose Viccars
Edmond English
Thomas Topan
Henry Berrye
Richard Berrye
john Spendlove
john Hemmington
Thomas Butler
Edward Powell
john Burden
james Hynde
William Willes
John Brooke
Cutbert White
John Bright
Clement Tayler
William Sole
Thomas Gramme
Marke Bennet

john Wright
William Dutton
Morris Allen
William Waters
Richard Arthur
john Chapman
William Clement
Robert Little
Hugh Tayler
Richard Wildye
Lewes Wotton
Michael Bishop
Henry Browne
Henry Rufoote
Richard Tomkins
Henry Dorrell
Charles Florrie
Henry Mylton
Henry Payne
Thomas Harris
William Nicholes
Thomas Phevens
john Borden
Thomas Scot
James Lasie
John Cheven
Thomas Hewet
William Berde
John Cotsmur
Humfrey Newton
Thomas Colman
John Gibbes
John Stilman

Robert Wilkinson
Peter Little
John Wyles
Brian Wyles
George Martyn
Hugh Pattenson
Martyn Sutton
John Farre
John Bridger
Griffen Jones
Richard Shaberdge
Thomas Ellis
William Browne
Michael Myllet
Thomas Smith
Richard Kemme
Thomas Harris
Richard Taverner
John Earnest
Henry johnson
John Starte
Richard Darige
William Lucas
Arnold Archard

Wenefrid Powell
Joyce Archard
Jane Jones
Elizabeth Glane
Jane Pierce
Aud ry Tappan
AI is Chapman
Emme Merrimoth
Colman
Margaret Lawrence
joan Warren
Jane Mannering
Rose Payne
Elizabeth Viccars

Women
Elyoner Dare
Margery Harvie
Agnes Wood

Children Born in Roanoke
Virginia Dare
Harvie

Children
John Sampson
Robert Ellis
Ambrose Viccars
Thomas Archard
Thomas Humfrey
Tomas Smart
John Prat
William Wythers

Tonight before you turn on your TV to view another Holo
caust yarn or another sitcom that tells you how bad we are and
how good everybody else is, why not pause for a second in
remembrance of those who died not in some senseless foreign
war but died here, in this land, so it could become a land.*"*
Their deaths were just as final, just as complete, just as tragic dS
more recent and more celebrated deaths. And they g,we their
Iives for us.
** As this issue of Instauration was going to press, we heard that PBS
was planning a television drama about Roanoke. From the way it b
being publicized, we may expect the colonists to be the Villains dnd the
Indians who wiped them out to be the heroes.

The G real American Vise

Twenty-nme-year-old Susan Ann Von
decade ago: more than a billion dollars a
against the University of Minnesota -- dnd
Steti na, the victim of an auto accident, was
year, he said, was then being spent on the
gave her attorneys nearly 52 million. One
left permanently comatose after treatment at
retirement state's disabled.
law firm was awarded almost 51.5 million
As if the Von Stetina case was not already
the Florida Medical Center in Lauderdale
for the l1-week trial, or
per hour -
expensive enough, attorney Schlesinger is
Lakes. Attorney Sheldon Schlesinger sprang
triple its standard $125 fee. The other firm
now asking the hospital to pay him an addi
to her family's rescue, winning them a rec
received a mere half-million, or 5240 per
tional fee of $5 to $6 million for handling the
ord S 12.5 million medical malpractice suit.
hour -- triple its $80 norm. Judge Lord said
suit. The victim's mother says he deserves
The victim's mother says gratefully that "Su
the bonuses were intended largely "to dis
every penny of it.
san will be taken care of for the rest of her
courage discrimination."
Schlesinger may have been emboldened
life with dignity." If just 56 million goes to
Meanwhile, back east, attorney Jeffrey
by an award made last summer by
Dis
her care, and she lives to be 89, she will
Matthew is helping a blind black woman
have 5100,000 a year lavished on her. And
trict Court Judge Miles Lord of Minneapolis.
sue the Philadelphia College of Art for
Lord granted one Shyamala Rajender
if that sounds extraordinary, recall the testi
$1,350,000 in damages. The school's "lack
$100,000 in her sex-discrimination suit
mony of a Dr. Sackett, also of Florida, over a
of understanding" for her handicap al

u.s.
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Iy held back a budding art career.
In Washington, D .C., the Court of Appe
als recently awarded Sierra Club attorneys
$90,000 for a case they had not even won
In an ominous departure from precedent,
the court ru led that the lawyers had none
theless made "a substantial contribution to
the interpretation " of a legal act.
America's flourishing coalition of rich
and poor rip-off artists is coming under in
creased fire from angry middle-class whites.
ThiS has University of North Carolina law
professor Norman Lefstein worried. He has
conducted a study for the American Bar As
sociation which claims that the constitu
tional right to counsel is being eroded by
rp(pnt alleged cutbat ks in freebies for the

underclass. In fact, the legal handout situa
tion is analogous to that prevailing In medi
cine. Medicaid was created In 1':J65. Today,
the average Medicaid client sees a doctor or
dentist 16 times a year and gets free drugs 3.3
ti mes a year.
III inois Governor James Thompson has
ca lled Medicaid abuse an outrage which
must be reversed, and, as hiS reward , re
ceived flak from both ends of the soc ioeco
nomic spectrum. Med ical spokesm n warn
him that some hospita l may have to lo se
down It Indigent people stop is iting them
tor every tummyache and Ingrown toenail -
it's either that or (unthin kab le! ) doctors will
have to stop making $100,000 a year solly
for treating society's cas taways .

The pioneering psychologist William
Sheldon reported in the 1940 that nea rly
90 7c of the American popu lation n'ver
stayed In a hospital except du ri ng bi rth ,
death, childbearing and perhaps one or two
major illne ses.
A doctor friend in America's m ~t c n
servative City assures u that, ev n there, t e
prtJfp<,,,ion IS augh t up in the li beral-vise
sys tem. Poor blacks stream in constantly
with every minor ailm nt. Poor whi te M e
often too proud to do so . S lor m idd le-cla s
whites, many cannot afford th e sk.v-h igh
rates. All the doctors priv;}tely dep lo re til
sys tem. None dare oppose it publiLI . Too
many :ilx-iigure In comes are Li t -. t;} ke.

Champion of Nationalism
Garrett Hardin is the eternal diplomat.
e Un iversity of ' alifornla at Santa Bar
b.1 r eolog ist has devoted mu c h of hi s life
to demo n_tra ting th e importance of national
~overeign t y, national spirit and firm national
bord e r.:; ( tirrin gs, Jun 1982 ), ye t he still
speaks 50ft l to those w ho refuse to get his
m . sage . ( n O c tober 19, Hardin deliv red
th lun -heo n addr s~ at the "On the Fa te of
the a rth Co n f ren "in ew York City. A
look at h is audience would doubtl 55 have
rev died the need for tredding very lightl y
Indeed

T

~ t tilt:' rI:.k of .;hc){ k ing ~()me peoplE:
hl.'I·(' let m ' "ely thJt I el m "onwwhdt dl ~ 
turlwd ,Ibout the titlE:' ot tl lfJ (on leren( c. It
I" borrovvl d, ,1', ou know, Irom Jon,lti1,lll
t h 11'" heautilu llv written book. The dU
Ihol l,l nl l)t b . I,w iteel on hl ~ el,li)ordtioll
(II the d,mge f'> ul Ilu t.i l'dr power 1/1I , I ,Wr ,1
III JlI d lel, j UIl P 1<llt? l, bu t I tlll nk hl ~ rPLlJ-le
lo r dVOlcilllg ,lI1 J) Ji ll !':1I 10J) mu st he que'> 
tI OIlI..' c/ . S< he ll "cl~ " II'lth thelt WP rn u~ t de
dWcl\" \\,Ith n,ltlon,ll 'Jo\,prl·lgnt\" . I dl~ 
,1grVl'.

Schell's book is full of lines I ike, " The
peri I of exti nction IS the price the world pays
for It " Insistence on continuing to divide
Itself up Into sovereign nations." He does
not suggest what alterndtive system m ight be
dcvied, a mg, " I leave that for others."
Hard i n a'>ked his audienc , "Who here
know a wa to g t rid of national sove reign
ty ?" In n 1 .:trly ..W years since the Unitc:d
Nations WdS founded, he argu ed , many na
tic ns had split into ~ma ller units (or tri d to)
b ut " with one argua ble ex ption In Atri cc1,
nu ndtion~ have Jiven up their in dividu al
s vereig nty to Jo in together "
Apart from his impractical ity, Sc hell had
fad ,d to notice the mdny enormous ddvan
lag ~ of nati ndl St)V reig nty. Indeed, that
was th <;ubject oi Hardin 'S addrl'u:;, en titled
"T he T rdg dy oi the Commons I n the' 80s."
A " commons," dS Hardin ian<; know, IS any
c.u m rnun ~l l se tting which punishes con-

Garrett Hardin
sClpnce and rewards Irresponsibility. Exam
pl es arc everywhere In au r prom ISCUOUS
world, not least In pm<lll' en terprise:
"Heavy trucks use the AmerlCcln highways
Without paying II,Pn,>t-' fees large t ·nough to
pay fo r the damage they do to the road s:
truckc'rs c.ommonize this
5t, thus increas
Ing their profits. "
In a few parts of the world, however, an
outstanding citizenry has redu ced mutual
exploitation and waste a great deal. Onl l
the exist nc of nationd l sovereignty pro
tects these Islands of sanity.
INlat lo lla l so 'r Ignty ..• impl lcs nd
tlonal re spo /l'i ibliity U nlortunJtely, in rE'
ent years, many w II-m An lng people
have undermllled the demJnd tor nJtional
rt.:s pons/bility_ The terms " globdl hunger"
,md " g lulJdl pov(:-_rty" m<lke it .tl l tun e a ~ v
to Ignore th e re ~po n ~ ib i lity 01 Tldtions <md

national leaders for seei n' to it th,)t 'a( h
nationdl population ~tdV :, w ~ II wit hi n the
carrying c ')paritv 01 it ~ It~ rritor .
"To rr is huma n, " "In<l h umall be tng~
Ie 1rn not to r peJ t (' rro r b IWlIlg m.ld to
Pdy the cuc;ts ...
In Intprndtlo n I Hf,IIr'>, t' t h ndtion
mu:.t be trea t ~d d ~ th ' u n it 0 1 r po nc, ibi 1
It)' . To do oth !"',vIS i to tart dov rt the
~ IIJJPl'rv ~ Iupe of lilt r entir ni ~1l1 . . _ .
Ti l..' IL'rm " ~ I()h JI povert y" i~ u tlen in
troelue ' ei \\ hen tlw P()Vl·rtv 01 d P rt i< u lJf
coun try t'\' o ~ ,.., ur ho rro r ,lIlel (Ol1l p a"·
<"I on . U nfortullcltL'l y, b\ 1111 1 1\ I ll g Ih,lI It-..
poverty h'h dJl P terl1 dl ( .I l l'.' \\t' ,I b"ol\ '
cl IlcltlOIl - clilelih Il'< Hlt'1 -- 0 1 r ·<., p() n ~l h ll
:t\ tor \\,O I " lll g to 111.1 1..' thE:! popul.ltioll
I ll dt( II till' (el fr Vlm,: (,lPcl( 11\ u l tl w Il'nl
t<J r\ .
I:LlI1g l.l<I -,., h ,wei low,1 ,lrt' ,l hIlO., t I " el ( t
Iv eq u,.llill clrL' ,l . Th(' (f'''UlI f( I''> o f lJo th cl rl'
" lrgel.., cl~rl ( Llltu r, 1I II .111\ 1I11n~, B.mgL I
cll ' II hel " the SI '.I t!'f cl W ll Li lt I f, tI H ·.li th
IlIll,ltl' )Jt'rli llh nll " tlpl ,
Iw ( .,l lh (.' fl r
l ropP l l1g . '1 (' t 10\\,,111 '> ,Ir
rIl h. , l illI' Ill\'
13 ,lIl gl,Hic ''>h l .1((' P O I )! . \ \ 11\)
Till' ,111,,\\ 1'1" Ill'" prJ /ll, n d \ In th !' rcillO o!
popuicltlon tt l r ',O U Ft l '" B,lI1gl,llil "I. h, ).,
I) ; mli l ioll I I'opl(" Im\ ,1 It, ,, \ 11111 1101 1. 11\
dm rl ',hOllcl h l , ,, t.IIl Li drd ,. I .lI lgl .Hil'"h h,I"
g ro \\11 Idr, 1M hpvolld til l ' ( drr\" lng ( . p .H

II

01

II " 1.1Ild .

Hardi n might hJve addpd th ..1t Ban 11,1
deshl ar pr ~ entlv being allowed to ... 't tl e JI1
lowd clnd nearl . ev r p lt)( like it u n ·Jrth .
The matter was put in () IlU ,> hel l : "COrll
pas'-.ion m ovp u<, ; I u t .,() JI 0 rllut intt>II I
g ' flG' . A ba <,i c prin Clp l or hUIll,lfl hehclvlor
I thi : (he rt ' \ \ cl«l "\'~ (( ' 11J (ll'll' rrn ;1l ,~ 1>/.
J

IldVJ()( "

Nedr! <111 Wt' t rn L'lerg me n. al1 d 01 0 :-. 1
(lCcld em i i <lrl~ .IS wel l, ,)r ) no\ '" comp.1"
~I()n"- entered 111 their thi nk ing ( )r rat her.
th 'Ir IE' lin g). r hl~ I~ <111 IIl ~i dIO U '; .h P(,( 1 OJ
our L v<-1ntine r l i gi ()U ~ hcritclge. II rJ 1I 1Lld
vo elt
int lIigence, i.I ' ., h,lrd-h ,1 led r ~ al 
Ity pe rc eption -- d part ot our w h l l ~ Eu r'O
pe.Hl herlt ag , -- ,) - the reallll ccl ll <.< 1,111<.'\ la t
ing world utteri ng.
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Name-dropping
The Soviet newspaper Komsomolskaya
Pravda routinely tells its readers which
American leaders are Jewish, half-jewish or
converts from Judaism. It even calculates the
Jewish rl'presentation I n various spheres of
American life. A new Soviet bQoh, Alien
VOices Oil the Air, concentrates on the Jew
Ish predominance In Western radio and tel
eVision . But New York Times readers, and
other Americans who lack thiS particular
news which IS eminently "fit to print," must
dig It out of Jewish sources for themselves.
One of the b st plac - to start digging IS The
jewl"::Jh LI_'ts , b
Martin H . Greenberg
(Schocken Books,
ew York, 1979,
$ i .2 .95), which is subtitled "Physicists and
General",. Actors and Writers, and Hun
dreds of Other Lists of Accomplished Jews."
Thic, reviewer was not surprised to learn
that )hana AlexJnder, the Newsweek col
umnist who u<.,ed to be ee n d('bating james
j . Kilpatrick on TV, IS a jewess. Come to
think of it, she IS lot like Barbara Walters.
And how about these past and present film
stars, jewish everyone:

Id~ (Kid, 's ,>on), Peter Falk, Virginid
Craham (born Komi ,>,», Bet ina Gregory
(born Frr edman), Miche le Lee (born Du
siakJ, Shan l.ewis, Hal Lind n , P ggy Lip
ton (the 'Mod . quad " blond ), Tina
LOUise, Hell Marc h, Mit( h Miller, Leonard
Nirl1()'y iMr Spack) ,lI l(/ Wi ll i,lm Shalner
(Captdin Kirk ; at " Stdr rr h.. " Roy Thtnne:,
(convert !, Stephen Young and , 01 L"Ollre ,
Bdrbard Walter,>

Thv<;e names are just the I( ~berg's tip in a
book wh!ch lists ahout 5,000 otht.'r~, includ
Ing 29 Jewish sculptors (mostly modern), 14
Jewish botanists (mostly minor) , 24 JeWish
dancers, etc. Some fields are loaded down
With Jews. For example, Norman C Addle
son, Hymdn M. Bloch, George Colman , Jo
seph J. r riedman, Oscar Galgut, SHlmn M .
Kuper, Raymond N . Leon dnd Philip Millin
have all recently been Judges on the South
African Supreme Court . Kuper Wd~ mur
dered In '1963 "by parties unknown." Bora
L<.lskin is the Chief Justice of the Ldnadian
Supreme Court. CdPsule blographi( <II data
IS provided for these and all lit es, along
With a cross-index by plac es f birth . (Very

few famous jews have been born In al r
iornla : most moved there from Nev\' York or
Brooklyn.)
The book IS flawed In plJ . <;. The "Co ps
and Robbers" section rncludes ::? .$ cop ~ but
only four jewish mob ter'>. nd hi.:;tory' c;
Jewish assassins (who d Clmat d th 1,1st
czar'-; admlni -tration, tor xam pl e are n 
where to b found . On the other hand,
FOR's red d .-t advi')('r, Hdrry Dt xter White,
IS on pag ':)6.
The jewish LI ·£.5 i on l one 01 s e r(1)
books of its kind now on th -'
m i-lit 'r te
market. Appar ~ ntly , there I., noth ing r pre
hensible about JII this fren z ied ndme
bandyrng (as long as J v , p '(! doing It). ..Ir
tin Greenberg Sci
he hOPf'''' you ng r d el ~r
will be "in spirf'd" In their <; . r -h lo r
" roots ." On the other hJn d, whf' /) Europecm
writer~ p c1inQakirlgly
.ump d d <lC ur,1te
lists ot the tru Iy important fi JureS In estern
history who were ot urdic. r<.leial 'itock (Pl d
to, ewton, Leonardo Jnd just ,l bout ev ry
on e eisel, they were guilty of "divid i ng hu
manity" and "en Jging in In o b Ive
sCdrch. "

HJ rd i A.lbn ghl If drll , I aur n BacLIIi ( el
l ou ::,i ll ot l" rJt'll Ic,lder i lir lOn Perc) ),
Carroll BJkt' Icon\ t:'rl), fheda Bara (her
I~ ,In dn dgra m 01 " r\rdb
t,l ge n<lnl
tJe.lth ), f< o hhv Ben:,on (whu u,>('::, hl~
i1l othL'f ' nlLI Ie/en n<ll1l(:' h >c au ' o t " dnti 
~l' m lll ~ rn" in Ihc mU\I !;:' Indu 'J lry 'l , Dyan
d 111l01l , letl eh .lIldlf·r , Lee I.
obb, LUG
\v ig o n, th (" I pec d!:>1 .,,> d
..1 7 1" ), I--Irk
D o ugl,I'>, M el\,y rl [)OUgld'> , - ,lrriC FI,> her
(ha ll!, lohn G ,H i1t~lcI, Hcrm lo ne Gingo ld .
PolU lpt tl' L ()dd Jrd , Lct' Grdnt, G oldl(:'
H.Jwn , Lv"l i 'Howard . IdnE:'Y Id n lt~"' , ecH 
ll yll lonr <; (co n\' rt), ) Vt'o;. Monto.lnd (horn
I\ () Lt' I), \nthon
'c wl c , Lilli Pelill er.
[ 1 (~J n or P<lrk '[ (coll\,prl ), LUI,>
Rame r,
Holrr'v 1< ' 'P I ipofl1 ~t , ] n , f)E tel' - ··lIef"
111 <1 111, ImOIl
igno ret thorn I(d rrlin kprl ,
EI,lI [lI' _ tpw drt , k. ' tl t T,l ylor , 1<'.,:,' White ,
( n n w l \.\ il el .

T ' ~ Jew ls h g,:liL1XY Includ <;, accordrng to
Gree n berg:
ld( " ·\lhe f"l .,ol1 , C(~ n l:3cl l r (bu m Kld,,-),

I,l( k tl ,Hry , loy( l' BrOll w r,> , M il h,ll'l

o ug -

William Shatner and leonard Nimoy in their Star 'I rek roles.

The Guiltless and the Guilty
Th On1d'" P. M JI1dy was until Idst i,,11 the
D ep,lrtm en t 01 I::. Jucation ' ... as<; i.; t.H1t "ec rE:'
t<lry lo r p u ~ t- ~ > onrl r e IU t dtIC >n . for m r
p r -> -; Id r t 01 ,"l U d H ' art
n iv'r ity, Md 
I<l eiv Wei frum 1969 to Ill 7 J. the AmeflcJn
,1m b ..\'. .1d or to Burundi . In th ,ll Mdryldnd
"il -' cI Atri ,ln natio n, th) lut i o r W J tU "' I, L1
... Itgl tl
,1U C..1 ( id m i nority of I ")! 'c with u ri
g i n ... in Et h iuP kl, h ..1 \ (:' b f n I rd ing It ov r
tf l~ I- Iu tu<;, J BJntu tn b , ... in th I SOO ... . An
~ 1;( rt ed Hutu upr i.,i ng in May 1 ) 7 J. leel to
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th e syqematl( sl,1Ughter by the Turs i,> of
mo rE.' th,)rJ a juarter m illion Hutu m en , wo
nWI1 an
~ h i lclr n .
h ' n the ru hl WoHrtor'>
ran out ot ,][11rT1Unit ion , th ey (()flt inued the
ma <; -; a 're With hJm m r....
Ac cording to the VI/,h hlllg( Or1 1\I()nl h / ~ ,
"M,1IJeiy W,l~ f "Iy JW cHe ot wh,1t W ..L hJ P
p ' nir g -- trucklod cb 01 corp...ec, pa. ,> 'd Ihe
(;'rn h <l ...... y ('VNy n ight." Hi ... r dction)
lit' \\t' 111 o u t

01

III'>

\ \ , IV t() IH(' \ '( l{ l).).

pr c,,>u r ' trolll 1)('lng I Jrt.LI~ h l t() 1l('.1f
dgdllh t h l'o r uhl . ( 11 l'n l . " He t ,tI iL'd "dn 
Itl/('r/ re p () r~~ ()f til(' ,,!l/,lI l:)rl llei{ k to till'
l J. '1. lo1fr.1II l, 1.1 c.m fl ·"f-lu lI(Ifc' IHl l' \p ILlIrled,
I I I " I clrk ll)~ () 'IT£',ll IIUII ' 1. I ll' II'l'[1 "l'lI l
ti l<' Tlil I gm ('f!1I11 'Il ( ,1 IJl.lrlci I 'II t'( ... ~\ Illg
\1 1IV rr( ( 11 HI I( i,t! .. \ l ' n ' " c Oll l ' rJlP t/ \ 1111
I H' I[ d ill'l lI11lt ·... " U n ,," \.I\ 2i -- \d w rl
Ilut u.. \\ \3 ' ) > I n~ idugllll'n'd.1 Ill · r Jt
(II l ,l HIlI Pl'( f l." -- ,\ .\ ,1 I,h..I v I ,It lor , I IlL'"
,]" Iglllw 'n t 111 L ' g ..l ll d r II' 11('\ l' ~ ...po !...!.'
(JlI t WI til . h o rror .

When the Reagan administration an
nounced Malady's nomillation, they proud
ly pOlllted to his positions on the boards of
director'> of the National Conference of
Christians and Jews and the International
League of Human Rights.
The T utsis were forgiven for butchering
their tellow blacks, even while the blood
was drYing. Germans may not be tnr'Ol\/on
for killing Jews 40 years after the
When Israeli Prime Minister Begin practi
cally Cdlled West German Chancellor
Schmidt an unreconstructed Nazi la'>t year,
Theo Sommer, editor-in-chlef of Ole Zeit,
asked. "Will the German nation ever be
able to live [Auschwitzl down( Or will the
':>IIlS ot our fathers and grandfathers be vis
ited on my people trom here to eternity?"
He wd<,n't too sure of the dnswer but. per
7U() words later. concluded that shame
rather than guilt \\ a~ the appropridte re
"ponse:
·'\nd biu"h

\\t' Cerl11,ln" ..,hall lorp\pr ;'\
..,h,lIlll' \\111 b" tlw terrible glit
\\ Ill< 11 \\(' h,l\ (' to hdnd down to Ollr heir"
,tllt' lur/-...,!
\\11' would tllt'\ (Me{1 tor

"'PIN

ol

~(·ll('r;\II()lb.

IIi,(,

It,,,t tht'\ forget But "h,lIlw.
"hou kl "et lI" tree not

rt'/ll('mbr drlt ('.

"ubjPt tlb

to

;1('\\

bond,liW

Better psychologists than Sommer have
called shdme feelings the worst of all handi
caps. While he was telling Germans that
shame wou Id set them free, the Japanese
were cuttlllg the psychic chdins of their own
recent past. The British EconofTmt duly ap
plauded:
JdPdll ha" "topped "dylllg "orrv ior the
\Vaf that begdll With It<, bombdrdillent 01
P('drl f/,nbor III I t)..f I T() mdny "'H'_Ll".'_
Ile"e thh will (OIllP .I" no "urpn-,e;
"urprr"e IlldV 1)(' thdt Japdn "hould "till repi
dll\ war guill The Welf I" now dhtdnt
t'nough to .1110\\
t ,d pt'hPP( ti\('.

elll

unef1lotrondl

I""torl

In jdpJn Echo magazine, Tokyo academi
cian Hayao Shimizu wrote that the Japanese
blow to the white nations "made a future
return to colOnial rule an impossibility," so
perhap~ everything had worked out for the
best.
Such calm reassessment remains impossi
ble for the European theater of war. A recent
,\/e~\~week article about the "unspeakable
... Incomprehensible" crimes of the Ger
mans ended with the standard morality
pitch, Including a quotation that IS
ning to rival in popularity
"Blood, tod, tears and sweat."

At ,1 tirm:' 01 the
gfdtilti ,mel .,ynagogue

hn.nl"r1(h

i" no longef \dlid, dnd warning" (,mnot be
reg,mfed "imply ,1" distortion or Ifldul
gem e The record of Pa.,tor Martin Nit'
Illoller
h'h ,I de~perdte dnd modern
ring 'FiN tht' Nazi" \vent alter the Jt'ws,
hut I \\a" nol ,I Jew, "0 I did not ob)t'ct
rlwn tllt'v went dltef tilt' Catholl( ". but I
\hl" Ilot ,I LItholr(, "0 I did not objet I.
rlwn tllt'\ went "tier the Trdde-Unroni,,""
but I \\,1" not d Trddp-Uilloni:,l. "0 I drd not
0\)1('( t
Then tht'\ came ,1lter nw, ,wd
therE' \\d" no one lett to obJf'( t "

Moral blackmail of this kind has long pro
tected America's powerful Jewish elite from
criticism, but d recent incident during one of
Phd Donahue's gabfests suggests the device
IS weening thin. Even as several "Holocaust
survivors" recounted the "unspedkable"
crimes committed against them, a shaken
producer passed the word to Donahue that
no call-ins would be used on the show be
cause seven of every eight people who
phoned said they were Sick of hearing about
the Holocaust, and a good many added that
the event never happened. Needless to say,
the audience was kept in the dark regarding
thiS faSCinating development, which may be
the Granddaddy Stirring of them all.

Secret Promotion
Alexander Haig made an ideal Major
ity Renegade of the Year (Instauration,
Jan. 1983). For those who may have dis
agreed, I submit the following addenda:
Haig's appointment to West Point was
secured through the influence of his un
cle, Col. Chester Haig, the personal phy
sician of General "Black Jack" Pershing.
He got his two stars at the behest of
Kissinger, who was embarrassed at hav
ing a lowly chicken colonel as his toady.
Heinz arranged for Haig's promotion
over the heads of 240 brigadiers, 25 of
whom were forced to resign. Haig got his
3rd and 4th stars when President Ford
shipped him off to Europe as Supreme
Allied Commander. Haig's part in the re
cent invasion of Lebanon earned him another, more important
star, but these stars are not given publicly.
Haig, of course, is as much of a Zionist as any Jew in the
world. He obviously knew all about Begin's "Peace for Galilee"
operation months before it was set in motion.
Some Americans breathed a sigh of relief when Haig quit the
State Department. They believed it signaled the end of the
baleful influence of Henry Kissinger on foreign policy. They
were and are wrong. Kissinger has been so involved in every
high-level Foggy Bottom appointment, he won't even miss
Haig, which is why he didn't utter a whimper when Haig was
sacked. The new secretary of state, Shultz, is an old Kissinger
crony, as was spelled out in Shultz's 1977 book, Economic
Policy Behind the Headlines. Shultz, by the way, got his first
Washington job through the good offices of Arthur Burns,
formerly head of the Fed.
Another Kissinger-Shultz link is Kissinger's old yes man, Hel
mut Sonnenfeldt who, like Kissinger, came from the old coun

try and the old race. When Shultz was
appointed treasury secretary by Nixon,
he made Sonnenfeldt his under secre
tary. Then there's Under Secretary of
State W. Allen Wallis, a personal friend
of Shu Itz since 1957 and a devotee of the
monetary legerdemain of Milton Fried
man. When Wallis, another Kissinger
groupie, quit as dean of the University of
Chicago's Graduate School of Business
in 1962, he was succeeded by Shultz.
And let's not forget Lawrence Eagle
burger, under secretary of state for polit
ical affairs, the #3 spot at State. Eagle
burger, who somehow never bothered to
change his name, was Kissinger's special
assistant when Heinz was running State
-- and the country. He was ambassador to Cambodia before the
Pol Pot takeover and massacre.
Then we have J.T. Howe, director of State's Bureau of Politi
cal-Military Affairs. In 1969 Howe joined Kissinger's National
Security Council staff. Sonnenfeldt has now been named as a
consultant to Howe. Deputy assistant for National Security
Affairs is Robert MCFarland, who held the #2 post on Kissin
ger's NSC staff in 1969.
Other Kissinger moles in State are Richard Kennedy, under
secretary of state for management; Stephen Bosworth, deputy
assistant secretary for Inter-American affairs; Nick Veliotes,
assistant secretary for Near Eastern and South Asian affairs;
John Holdridge, assistant secretary for East Asian and Pacific
affairs; Chester Crocker, assistant secretary for African affairs
(married to a South African or Rhodesian Jewess)i and Paul
Wolfowitz, director of Policy Planning.
So who needs Haig?
077
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Joblessness
Immigration Bill
Killed
The Federation for American Immigration
Reform (FAIRj held a press conference on
December 7 which surveyed the impact of
illegal Immigration on America's labor
market. Donald Huddle, a brillianteconom
ics professor at Rice University, used the
occasion to release h IS latest study on the
subject. Field research in Houston led Hud
dle to estimate that the displacement rate of
American workers by illegal immigrants is a
staggering .7 for all urban, nonagricultural
jobs. This means that for every 10 immi
grants who enter this country illegally (and
more than a million are coming each year),
seven Americans -- many from families
whose patriotic sacrifices go back hundreds
of years are thrown out of work. An equal
ly interesting problem for Huddle to study
would be the job displacement rate caused
by legal immigrants. If, as seems likely, it is
.4 or .5, that is even more outrageous than
the.7 rate for illegals. There is no excuse for
It bemg above zero.
Huddle's findings only confirm what la
bor leaders and others around the country
have been saying for years. FAIR recently
mterviewed a national cross-section of un
Ion leaders and found that 729( are witnes
sing job displacement of Americans by il
legal aliens In therr locality; 92<;( feel that
stopping illegal immigration should be a
high priority concern; and 97<;( believe that
punishing employers who hire illegals is the
best way to control the problem.
The union leaders' solution squares with
the observation of Leon Ring, who has spent
2 years patrolling America's borders. Ring
recently retired as chief of the Tucson sector
of the U.S. Border Patrol. He told the Art
zona
Star, "98'ic of the [Mexicansl
come here for jobs." But Ring doesn't ex
pect much from Congress because so many
employers have made it clear to their con
gressmen that they don't want the current
system changed. Besides, arresting illegals is
becoming more politically unpopular every
year in the growing number of areas where
the minority vote has become important.
Ring says that, in all his years on the border,
he never met an illegal immigrant who was
not convinced of his or her right to be in the
United States!
The Simpson-Mazzoli Immigration Re
form Bill failed to pass in the 97th Congress
before its adjournment. One big obstacle
was the increasingly militant HispaniC lob
by, for whom the bill's outrageously permis
sive "amnesty" provisions were not
enough. Congressman Edward Roybal of
California called H.R. 7357 an "dntl-His
panic bill," and helped introduce nearly
100 last-minute amendment proposals,
which effectively killed it. Congressman
Robert Garcia ot' New York lectured one
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white colleague in a way that suggested kil
ling the bill was a political form of Monte
zuma's revenge:
Unless you have lived as el person of
color, it IS pretty ddmned helrd to under
stelnd it. And for those of us who helve
been down that road, where people have
refused to hire us just beceluse of our sur
nelme, or the way we looked, it has not
been pleasant. I am glad thelt the gentle
man has never experienced that .... But
in
experienced it, I have not be
come
or bitter because oj it. I think I
am a better person, because I can under
stelnd things that sometimes the
man may nl't be able to Innipr~t:ln,n

How would Garcia like it if a white con
gressman got up and said that he was lia
better person" for understanding things that
Hispanics and blacks could not? Garcia
would be leaping out of his chair, screaming
"Racist!" Whites cannot, apparently, know
or feel things that nonwhites do not; but
nonwhites all know and feel things that we
do not. Clearly, we are their inferiors. Will
the white dimwits presently infesting Con
gress ever wake up and put two and two
together?
Garcia, who happens to be chairman of
the House Subcommittee on Census and
Popu lation, demands a blanket amnesty for
all illegal aliens. Presumably he knows that
Canada had one of those a few years back,
and is already up to amnesty #4.
All minority congressmen inject race into
the issue. Roybal maintains thcll, if the im
migration reform bill passed, "only blue
eyed blonds probably will be interviewed"
for jobs. Shirley Chisholm of New York
claimed that employers would henceforth
"try to hire an Anglo." Kika de la Garza of
Texas said that, even though hiS family has
been in the Southwest for 250 years, "any
one who looks like me is going to have to
Identify himself every time he asks for a
job." (Those who want to lower the unem
ployment for American citizens are saying,
let's make everyone identify himself when
ever he applies for a Job -- but de la Garza
isn't listening.)
While minority congressmen almost al
ways bring up the race question when they
speak of immigration, Majority congress
men never do. When it comes to the crucial
Issue of immigration, they have much les~
freedom, or act like they have much less
freedom, than the latest wetback to swim
the Rio Grande.
The problem will not go away. INS Com
missioner Alan C. Nelson reports that arrests
along the MeXican border were up 20<;( for
the last three months of 1982 and 509( for
the first half of January 1983. Yet Rep. Dan
Lu ngren of Cal itornia, who favors a crack
down, doubts whether the 98th Congress
wi II act at all because another presidential
election is coming up.

A Johns Hopkins University professor
named M. Harvey Brenner says his statistics
show that a rise in unemployment bri ngs
with it a rise in mental illness, alcoholism,
crime, disease -- even infant death. Some of
these effects, like suicide and imprisonment,
increase in the three years after unemploy
ment peaks; others, like death from chronic
disease, increase 3 to 6 years after the unem
ployment high.
The Great Depression, however, did not
lead to nearly as many personal problems
per lost job as have most smaller recessions.
This was partly because of a widespread
"same boat" attitude, which shielded the
jobless from seeing themselves as failures.
Today, less justifiably, many blacks still
have this attitude, and enjoy the psychologi
cal protection it affords. Since it is "whitey's
system," and white folks voted for Reagan
omics, unemployed blacks are not to blame
for their plight. Such reasoning, which black
leaders everywhere are promoting, is totally
sound from a black racist point of view (at
least over the short term). Black suicide and
depression will remain low, and black sus
ceptibility to disease will be minimized.
Instaurationists know that, despite Rea
gan's feeble efforts, the present American
system is still a "liberal-minority" imper
ium. The collapse of national productivity
can be traced to both the unsound people in
our work force and the unsound ideas
which an alien elite has long promoted. The
thoughtfu I, hard-worki ng I nstau rationist
who has been thrown out of work, or is
struggling to make ends meet, is not respon
sible for his plight unless he is to be blamed
because his ancestors opened the immigra
tion sluice gates. A nation of people like
himself would have disciplined schools and
workplaces, a sound population program,
and a glowing future.
We need to keep saying this every month
because the big media say the opposite ev
ery day. Lies even when known to be lies
-- burrow powerfully into the tormented,
jobless psyche.

E.l. Go Home
At least one American film critic seems to
be catching on to what Stevie Spielberg and
his cousins and his cousins' cousins are up
to -- and have long been up to in Holly
wood. Satch Carlson of the Anchorage
Daily News had this to say in a biting col
umn entitled, "E.T.: Little reptile's not wel
come in some people's homes":
to side with those
noid
who
this is all d
They think the al iens hdve
ed, see, dnd they are softening us up, feed
ing us science-liction movies that will pre
pare us to welcome a relee of loveable
troll., who will live with us in peace and
harmony, a'> opposed to rdising us a.., live
.,tock.

Carlson's quite right. The aliens landed
on our shores some time ago and have been
softening us up ever since, "feeding us ...
movies," and generally persuading us that
we are not really their livestock (all appear
ances to the contrary).
But Carlson is wrong to call himself a
"grinch" and perhaps the "only living
American who hated "E.T." He is in excel
lent company when he suggests that maybe
"Spielberg ... shou Id have his movie-mak
er's license taken away."
Instead of having a crummy little worm
come down to us from heaven or outer
space or wherever, why not a visit from a
lovely Nordic princess? If we made our
movies, we certainly should be able to find
someone more appropriate than E.T., the
anti-ideal, who is being promoted ear-split
tingly as a milk-and-cookies "messiah fig
ure," a replacement for the earlier bread
and-wine fellow whom Spielberg's ances
tors gave us. Satch Carlson, a latter-day Ju
lian the Apostate, is not buying:
I must issue fair warning to the aliens
dmong us: You come to my house, you got
trouble. I hated that smarmy movie .... I
know these ofiworlders can take many
forms. I don't trust none of 'em. Just the
other ddy one showed up from the bor
ough tax dssessor's office, and I ran him

oft.
Steven Spielberg himself shows up, I'm
.,hootin' to kill.

A French view of E.T.

Theatrical Conquest
Most American performers (politicians
excepted) live in either New York or Cali
fornia
or both. And, writes Brown Uni
versity anthropologist William O. Beeman,
those two critical states are fast "filling up
with actors, dancers and musicians from
around the world." Iranians, Indians, Japa
nese, Indonesians -- all are "beginning to
change the way Americans think of theater
and the way actors perform."
No one calls America a "melting pot"
anymore, but, argues Beeman, the "plural
Ism" theory is no less a myth. When people
rub shoulders daily, when making a living
requ Ires their constant interaction, the result
is not "pluralism" -- the old ways and also

the new -- but a thorough "revolution" in
American life: "foreign communities [areJ
entering and slowly changing all the cook
books." The pluralism myth is simply a way
to" avoid seeing the change" now sweeping
everything before it in our urban centers.
Art copies life, Beeman reminds us, and
the new theater is only a mirror to the trans
formations "taking hold throughout the
United States." Even American business is
being forced to "accommodate itself to the
business and cultural rules of other na
tions," since it no longer controls "vast
areas of its own foreign import trade." So,
inevitably, a play like"Aladin" with a cast
from nine countries, and stage idioms from
even worse -- has opened Off-Broadway.
The whole "shape, scope, dimension and
direction of theater" will be changed by
"creative impulses from outside" the West.
Now, more than ever, the cultural medi
ators, the internationalists, will be in their
element controlling the mediated masses.
When it comes to mediation, a woman like
"Aladin" composer Elizabeth Swados has
about a 4,000-year-long "wandering" edge
over us poor slobs who have become her
captive audience.

Guilt is Our Jailer
u.s.

James Bond Stockdale, a former
Navy pilot and present Hoover Institution
fellow, was the highest-ranking American
prisoner in the Vietnam War, and an unre
lenting nuisance to his captors at the Hoa Lo
(Fiery Fu rnace) prison. The lessons of
guilt and pain which Captain Stockdale
learned from his Communist torturers are
now being passed along to Stanford Uni
versity students in a sophomore seminar cal
led "Combatting Coercion and Manipula
tion." Stockdale's introductory description
of his course alone proves its value.
History abounds with examples of ex
tortion, ot people manipulating other peo
ple through the imposition of feelings of
fear and guilt. Though sometimes done in
~lfl easily recognized, explicit, and illegal
way, the process is usually more subtle,
more insidious, and within the law.
Those who are in hierarchies be they
academic, business, governmental, mili
tary, or other are frequently in positions
in which people are trying to manipulate
on them by
them, to get moral
methods which are not
recognized
by the victims.
Most people have to knuckle under to
the organization, to "big daddy" ....
This process can become a
if
you let it become one. You can
compromised by so many little steps that
seem insignificant, and before you know it
have passed the point of no return.
extortionist knows, when you reach
that point, that he has you

One of Stockdale's favorite authors is 501
zhenitsyn, who wrote, "Bless you, prison,
for having shaped my life." As a former
member of the golf-and-martini set, Stock-

dale knows what the great Russian meant.
None is more imprisoned than he who
denies the bars. The legal, "more insidious"
kind of jail described by Stockdale -- ma
nipulation through the imposition of feel
ings of fear and gu i It -- is the place where
wh ite America presently dwells. Those of us
who have seen and understood these spiri
tual (but no less fatal) bars, and learned our
own strength by confronting them, can say
with Solzhenitsyn, "Bless you, prison."

Ponderable Dialog
REPORTER BOB CLARK: We would like
to move on to another specific point. There
have been reports recently in this country
that during the 1973 War, when you were
Prime Minister, Israel seriously considered
the use of nuclear weapons. Is that true?
GOLDA MEIR: Of course, we have to
have them in order to consider it, you know.
CLARK: Let me follow that up by noting
there have also been recent reports in this
country and for the first time an official con
firmation by the CIA, that Israel does have
10 to 20 nuclear weapons. Is this true?
MEIR: Look. We hear a lot about our
selves ....
CLARK (interposing): I am talking about
official confirmation by the CIA, not just
another newspaper report.
MEIR (continuing): in the papers here.
That is pure nonsense.
CLARK: You do not have nuclear weap
ons of any sort?
MEIR: Absolutely nonsense, and years
and years ago, we have said, and we are
saying today, we will not be the first ones to
use nuclear weapons in the Middle East.
CLARK: And you say you are not a nu
clear country. Are you saying that Israel
does not have nuclear ....
MEIR: We are not a nuclear country.
CLARK: Are you saying that Israel does
not have nuclear weapons, that our CIA
MEIR: Not 10 and not 20 and not 30 ....
CLARK: Is the CIA wrong when it says
Israel has nuclear weapons?
MEIR: Look, I don't like to criticize the
CIA, but I have heard rumors that they were
wrong before, once in a while.
CLARK: Were they wrong in this specific
instance?
ME1R: Well, I have said that, that we have
no nuclear weapons.
CLARK: Have you indeed?
MEIR: Why do I have to say that they are
wrong? I am telling you what the facts are.
CLARK: You are saying flatly that Israel
has no nuclear weapons?
MElR: No, sir, they don't have no nuclear
weapons.
ABC's "Issues and Answers"
TV program, May 30, 1976
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that they wi II need me to keep them out of
war. He'll have to go in because the con
vention will come up in April.

What Makes Teddy
Not Run?
Way back in 1936, when the British
wanted to know what their wayward mon
arch, the late, unlamented Edward VIII, was
up to, they had to buy Time or some other
American scandal sheet. The British press
kept a tight lid on Edward's proletarian ish
wooing of the pretentious, pasted-up ugly
duckling from Baltimore, who at the time
was getting unhitched from her second hus
band, Ernest Simpson, who kept his Jewish
ness very quiet.
Today Americans are in somewhat the
same fix as the Brits were almost half a cen
tu ry ago. If they want to learn about the
dalliances and peccadilloes of their own
royal family, the Kennedys, they have to get
their news from abroad. It's quite true that
considerable data were published about
King Teddy's recent political abdication,
much as the English were treated to long
news stories when Edward finally re
nounced the throne and became the pathet
ic, peripatetic Duke of Windsor. As for the
news behind the news of Teddy's (Dec. 1)
abdication, however, there was next to
none. There was only the approved Wash
i ngton press corps specu lation. Less than a
week later, his divorce from Joan (finalized
Dec. 5) was as skimpily reported as Mrs.
Simpson's had been by the British press.
According to the Toronto Sun, there was
much more to Teddy's quitting the 1984
presidential race than met the X-ray eyes of
America's usually superquizzical reporters.
Everyone knows that Joan had become even
more of a drunk than her husband (though
she has recently been said to be in one of her
dryi ng-out periods). But everyone most defi
nitely did not know that their eldest daugh
ter, Kara, had run away from home several
times and had taken to drugs. The public has
also been kept in the dark about the Ken
nedys' "open marriage" -- open enough (for
Joan) to include a Wall Street investor and
Dr. Gerry Aronoff, a Jewish pain specialist
six years her junior, and (for Teddy) to in
clude Mary Jo Kopechne, Standard Oil heir
ess Page Lee Hufty, athlete Suzy Chafee, a
Czechoslovakian countess, actress Susan St.
James, Lacey Neuhaus (daughter of a Texas
stockbroker), and the ever devoted Helga
Wagner. It was the latter "companion" he
called up on the Walpurgisnacht at the
Chappaquiddick bridge.
Teddy said he had had a cancer removed
from his chest in 1979. In 1981 he was
photographed walking in his birthday suit
on the golden sands of Palm Beach in full
view of some startled female bathers. A little
later federal drug agents began looking into
a charge that Teddy was a heavy cocaine
user. The Toronto Sun says the charge was
confirmed, but the U.S. Attorney's office re
fused to prosecute. After a general outcry
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Kennedy: Waiting for 1988J

from some anti-Kennedy insiders, the feds
reluctantly renewed their investigation.
Meanwhile three other suspects who were
arrested in connection with the case have
been released, and two have left the coun
try. One piece of damaging evidence is a
personal check written by Kara to a notori
ous drug pusher.
Last November, Fat Face cru ised the
Aegean on a yacht with an unidentified
blonde. On his way back, in Paris, he spent
the night in a one-bedroom pied-a.-terre
with another blonde, who was later identi
fied by a Kennedy public relations flack as a
friend of Kennedy's son, Ted Jr.
Chappaquiddick, alcoholism, cocaine
sniffing,
round-the-clock
womanizing,
cheating on exams, a broken family, out-of
control kids, a low I.Q. (the famous Roger
Mudd interview) -- could not all these ques
tionable and unredeeming presidential
qualifications have had some influence in
inspiring Kennedy's "surprise" abdication?
One problem is that he is sti II a Iittle ahead
of his time. But if the country's present slide
to Sodom and Gomorrah status conti nues, it
ought to be ready for Teddy in the not too
distant future. If Rome could have a Helio
gabalus as emperor in A.D. 204, why
shouldn't Kennedy be ensconced in the
White House In A.D. 1989?

Did F.D.R. Have
Hitler to Thank
for His Third Term?
An interesting excerpt from a private con
versation President Franklin Roosevelt had
with his personal secretary, as noted down
by White House butler Alonzo Fields in
1939:
Hitler has to go into Poland before April
of 1940 because, if he doesn't, there is no
way I can educate the American people

Well, der Fuhrer went, as if in answer to
F.D.R.'s prayer, and Roosevelt was nomi
nated by his party and won a third term in
the 1940 election. If we are to believe
F.D.R., then he owed it all to Hitler. As for
Roosevelt's keeping America out of the war,
his sardonic wit and macabre sense of hu
mor never strayed further from the verities.
Alonzo Fields, the eavesdropper, signed
up as a White House servant in 1931, later
rising to the post of chief butler and maitre
d'. He buttied for Hoover, Roosevelt, Tru
man and, briefly, for Eisenhower. In the
F.D.R. era, White House servants were a
melange of black and white, with segregat
ed dining and living quarters. Horrified by
this menial apartheid, Mrs. Roosevelt solved
the problem draconically. She fired all the
whites.
Fields praised Hoover for having some
"advanced ideas" on racial segregation,
though he criticized him for not doing much
about it. F.D.R., in Fields's eyes, was a good
liberal, and Truman won his felicitations by
desegregating the armed forces. Eisenhower
came in last in Fields's equalitarian derby.
By the time Fields left the White House in
1953 he was in charge of 15 butlers, cooks
and pantry workers -- all as black as himself.

Incident
in Washington
Haynes Johnson is a Washington Post re
porter whose historical acumen is demon
strated: (1) by his prediction of a Carter win
on PBS's "Washington Week in Review"
the Sunday before the 1980 election and (2)
by his remark last summer that Western civ
ilization's "whole set of values" sprung out
of Judaism and that Westerners "are all chil
dren of Israel." Apparently, the Post's politi
cal expert has been too busy meeting dead
lines all his life to have read much of any
thing written before the Age of Total Prop
aganda dawned in the 1930s.
No less stunning than Johnson's one-eyed
Weltblick is his geographical parochialism.
This was brought home on January 9, when
he described how'J group of subway pas
sengers showed the bare minimum of hu
man decency (by not forming a lynch mob),
and then praised their conduct as an exam
ple of "only in America." Johnson was rid
ing the Washington subway when a slim,
young, blond man sat down across from
him. On his warmup jacket was printed, in
bold capital letters: THE JEWS KILLED
CH RIST. (In reproducing these four words,
the Post summoned forth a special large
type, rarely if ever uspo before.) Frorn the
corner of the young man's eye ran "a
straight line of bright red blood," which
"looked as though it came from a fresh cut
by a sharp knife." Perhaps it was stage
makeup, thought Johnson, though "the ap

pearance was all too realistic."
With growing fascination, johnson
watched the reaction of the man's fellow
passengers. Five times the train discharged
and picked up riders, but not a single person
gave the man "the attention he so obviously
craved." The man beside johnson said soft
ly, "God, that's spectacular. The only thing
you can say about that is: Only in America
could anyone get away with that." johnson
used this remark to launch into an oration
on the "instinctive wisdom" of the Ameri
can people. "In the face of an extremely
provocative encounter," all had "borne the
incident well." johnson said he "left feeling
strangely impressed."
The flattering commentary provoked one
local Instaurationist to wonder: What does
Johnson think would have happened to the
young man in Saudi Arabia? in Spain? in
Singapore? in Peru? Notonlywould he have
been left alone in those places (and count
less others), he might even have received a
little Good Samaritan treatment like, "Can I
help you?"
Furthermore, Johnson soon learned he
had been mistaken. Farfrom "getting away"
with his "appallingly sick" behavior, the
man had been viciously attacked by a wo
man with an umbrella just before boarding
the train. She had demanded that he remove
his jacket, and, when he refused, she struck
him repeatedly, drawing blood. (Her con
duct, however, was not "appallingly sick"
or anything of the kind.) One witness told
johnson he "thought" the young man
looked "pleased" by the incident, though
this may only have been that strange look of
contentment after "turning the other cheek"
which Jesus commanded. (The young man's
identity is known, and he is indeed a devout
Christian.)
Far from backing down, from admitting
that maybe America is not unique after all,
Johnson approvingly (it would seem) quoted
at length from a letter he had received from
another eyewitness:
Such a strange feeling came over me-
everything around me seemed so different
when I saw him that I didn't know whether
I was awake or dreaming. I was alone. I
could hear myself lecturing him in my
head, screaming at him -- the language of
rage. What I did, however, was stare at
him to see if there was really a human
being in there. When my train came I sat
in my seat, and watched that man disap
pear from sight as we rode away. But that
wasn't the end of him! I actually had a
nightmare that I believe was directly at
tributed to the sight of him and I have not
had a nightmare in years .... You said
that incident "may deserve no more than
a passing notice," but you noticed it and I
noticed it. It certainly affected me. I'm
sure it was not the emotion this fool had
intended to incite. Thank God I had the
"good sense," as you put it, to keep silent
-- or I may have had the regrettable sense
to shove him in front of an oncoming train.

Perhaps the letter writer, a woman, was
jewish, in which case the screaming rage

and the homicidal impulse felt toward a
man who dared to call the public's attention
to Matthew 27:21-26, john 19:4-16, I Thes
salonians 2: 14-15, and other Biblical verses
would fit into a 2,000-year-old pattern. But,
if she was not Jewish, then the "strange feel
ing" that came over her, the not knowing
"whether I was awake or dreaming," is
much more ominous. Very few non-jews
would have felt it in America or Northern
Europe 100 years ago, just as very few peo
ple of other backgrounds would feel it to
day. The woman, though she admittedly felt
like a zombie herself, had to "stare at [the
young man] to see if there was really a hu
man being in there."
Clearly, the intense psychological condi
tioning carried out by the mass media over
the past 50 years has borne the desired fru it.
If you doubt it, imagine the woman's reac
tion, Haynes Johnson's reaction, anyone's
reaction, had the young man been black
and worn a jacket reading: THE WHITES
KILLED MARTIN LUTHER KING. Would a
woman have demanded he remove the
jacket, then attacked him for refusing?
Would onlookers have gotten angry at
themselves for not lecturing him?
On the contrary, might not someone -
perhaps a fellow black have shown con
cern for the blood flowing from the man's
eye? Indeed they might! But this is America
of the 1980s, when a writer for a leading
newspaper leaves the impression that not
pushing someone under a train for daring to
advertise a historic truth is showing "sense,"
albeit "regrettable sense."

Blacks in Vietnam:
Myth and Reality
All through the Vietnam years, Americans
heard their TV newscasters bemoaning the
fact that black soldiers were being killed out
of all proportion totheir numbers. When the
war was finally over, it was determined that
47,752 Americans had suffered battle
deaths, and that 5,681 or J 1. 9Ck of these
were blacks. For the firsttime in U.S. history,
blacks had died in war in numbers propor
tionate to their share of the population,
though the media kept harping on a mythi
cal "disproportion."
The media are still distorting the truth to
day. San Francisco journalist Patricia Holt
recently reviewed at length a book called
Brothers: Black Soldiers in the Nam, by
Stanley Goff and Robert Sanders, and pas
sed on this information:
Certainly their book does not equivo
cate on the facts: As they point out, black
people in this country comprise about
1 I tj( of the population, yet about 70% of
the combat troops on the front lines were
black ....
[There were] rumors in the almost all
black sections of advanced infantry train
ing "that blacks were being drafted for
genocidal purposes," as Goff recalls. "Just
to get rid of us
to eliminate the black

male. And we believed it."
Who wouldn't, when in the jungle
mostly all-black groups were assigned to
"night movement," which Goff calls "a
suicide patro!." ... "We were used as
scapegoats" [says Goff] "to find out
where they were. That was all we were -
baiL"

I n the second part of her review, Holt
returned with this whopper:
Asked about the authenticity of such
movies as "Apocalypse Now" or "The
Deer Hunter," [Goff and Sanders] point
out that most Gis in combat were black or
brown, yet in these movies "you only see
maybe a flash of color, that's it."

If 70% of the front-line combat troops
were blacks being used as "bait," how is it
that on Iy 11. 9% of the battle deaths were
black? Either the Vietnamese shot to miss
when aiming at blacks in the thick of battle,
or a black God up above was thoughtfully
deflecting Cong bombs and bullets from his
chosen.
Racist myths aside, it is true that one im
portant group of Americans was killed in
Vietnam far out of proportion to its num
bers: working-class and lower-middle-class
white youth, especially from "unenlight
ened" (i.e., heavily WASP) parts of the
country. While youths coming from states
like Massachusetts, from religions like the
Jews and Unitarians, and from family in
come brackets like $15,000+ (uninflated)
were learning all about college deferments
and other escape clauses, Johnny Lee Bap
tist from Oklahoma was getting himself
drafted and patriotically blown up by Char
lie. But that's a news item that no fashion
able reporter from San Francisco will ever
report.

Nothing Specific
President Reagan recently made it known
that the Soviets have been involved in the
U.S. nuclear freeze movement from the be
ginning, and pointed unapologetically to a
Reader's Digest article as one of his sources.
A low-octane thinker at NBC, judy Wood
ruff, subsequently accused the article's au
thor, John Barron, of having put in "nothing
specific ... that ties the founding of the
freeze movement to Soviet agents." Had she
bothered to read the article, she would have
found: that KGB officer Uri S. Kapralov has
been an active and welcome participant in
"peace forums" at Harvard and practically
everywhere else; that propaganda master
mind Georgi Arbatov was on hand the day
the unilateral freeze campaign was
launched; and a dozen other equally chil
ling "specifics." Yet, while Reagan is being
derided for citing the article, author Barron
says no one has yet refuted or even chal
lenged a single fact in it.
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Choll~

CBilderbergeI'

One does not have t6 be an insider to be aware of serious
tremors in the world economic structure. A number of leading
periodicals have recently done features on the strong possibil
ity of default by the world's debtor nations, and the catastrophic
results which would ensue. The worldwide recession may
deepen into dangerous depression. Domestically, the social
security system is tottering, and the national debt may double
- from one to two trillion - in five years, necessitating a
corresponding increase in interest payments and a further
weakening of the economy.
The only contra-indication seems to be the surge in stock
prices since mid-1982, an advance which is supposed to indi
cate broad optimism on the part of investors. They believe that
company earnings are going to rise because of lower interest
rates and other factors, eventually translating into increases in
sales and profits. This scenario may be correct - but it may also
be nothing more than wishful thinking. Since production effi
ciency has been declining for years, is there any reason to
believe the trend will suddenly reverse itself? And what if
American consumers simply won't have the money to buy the
products? Above all, what if a world recession deepens into
depress ion, and debt defau It starts to snowball? Stock market
optimism has been wrong before, and could be wrong now.
There is, as always, a racial aspect to most of the economic
indicators. In its insatiable greed for new markets, native Amer
ican capitalism was responsible for the momentous post-WWII
decision to subsidize Negroes in order to create millions of
fresh customers. Later, thei r coffers swollen with Arab oi I de
posits, American and European bankers joined in massive fi
nancing of Third World and Communist countries for the same
reason. The Third World has now bogged down in predictable
dark inefficiency, and the Communist countries of eastern
Europe are bogged down in predictable Russian (Slav) ineffi
ciency. All together, these countries have imperiled some $700
billion in loans, a figure which may go much higher as bankers
see no other alternative to lending even more to avoid facing
thei r losses.
In this country, the subsidization of Negroes has been ex
panded to include Hispanics. It is true that some of the Hispan
ics are fairly industrious workers. But overall, subsidization has
resulted in a vast welfare nightmare, far more of an economic
drain than an asset. The two categories total at least 45 million,
or 20s( of the U.S. 1980 popu lation, with blacks comprising
about two-thirds of that figure. As a whole, these 45 million or
more are deadweight, and their number is increasing much
faster than the rest of the population. (Hispanics are immigrat
ing legally and illegally at an enormous rate - estimates run
from 1 to 3 million per year - and they have a high birthrate.)
They don't - can't - put as much into the produce-and
consume machine as they have been programmed to take out.
The dearly held notion that they could be turned into assets for
the machine has been proved wrong.
As with all erroneous theories, there is a penalty for being
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incorrect. A vast horde has been encouraged to acquire rela
tively expensive tastes. The I iberal capital ist state cannot cut
the horde off and let it starve without destroying its own raison
d'etre. The state must continue to feed, house, educate and
amuse its horde. In the inner councils of capitalism, there is
always hope, just as there was in Hitler's bunker. "If we can sell
them enough computers," runs a current argument, "there will
be a tremendous upswing in communicdtions skills and even
the blacks will benefit. Why, you should see some of these
black kids when they get their hands Of' their first computer."
Alas, computers wi II no more solve th,' black problem than
"enrichment," "entitlement," "preferential quotas," "audio
visual aids," and all the rest. Ten years from now, computers
wi III ie forgotten and broken in black ghettoes along with all the
other toys.
Capitalism, as it turns out, never had a real post-W\NII plan,
but has staggered from 1945 to the present through a series of
short-term expediencies. Sensible planning would have seen
that it is cruel as well as impossible to try to turn Negroes into
efficient producers and maintainers. The result is not only
deadweight, but confused and volati Ie resentment. The Negro
knows, in some incoherent way, that he has been used, found
wanting, and is now a burden. The capitalist knows this, too,
which is why he is willing to pay blackmail (subsidies of one
kind or another) to keep the resentment tamped down.
Since 1945, the remnants of the white oligarchy have not
on Iy created the 45-mi II ion-strong deadweight dark horde, but
have also turned the jews loose. Always alert to the possibilities
inherent in the inevitable corruption of capitalism, the jews saw
post-1945 America as a unique opportunity. After all, here was
the last gasp of capital ism, the most gigantic attempt to create
new markets ever seen, with white indifference to all other
matters on a matching scale. When he really concentrates on
produce-and-consume, the white is blind to any other consid
eration. He forgets that a people (I ike an individual) Iives or dies
by its inner beliefs, not by its material accomplishments. By
abdicating the fields of art, education and entertainment - the
entire cultural spectrum - to the jews, the ruling whites gave
those Jews direct control over the inner beliefs of all whites,
with the young the most vulnerable. The ruling whites were,
and are, directly responsible for turning America into a Jewish
country - that is, a country dominated by Jewish values. Any
advances made in the GNP were bound to be dwarfed by this
takeover, but the tru Iy dedicated capital ist cannot understand
thdt fact unti I it is much too late. In the same spirit of abdication,
Mafia-dominated crime was given carte blanche. "We've got
ours, so why not give them theirs?" was the rationale.
The pattern was repeated wor!riwiop n,".:' produce-and-con
sume system demands new customers for its very existence,
dnd European and American businessmen created them en
masse in the poor countries of Africa, Asia and South America.
As always, the benefits were shortlived and illusory. The real
resu It has been the establishment of a permanent, dark, depen

dent horde of billions. Now Washington and London and Bonn
face the unenviable task of trying to placate this gigantic mob
indefi n itely.
Capitalist greed has its vicious side (how indifferently, for
instance, Rhodesian farmers were sacrificed by cousins in the
City of London), and it is only natural that the viciousness will
intensify as the pressures on the system intensify. High-level
non-Jewish American businessmen, for example, are pro-Israel
because of that country's incredible appetite for American
armament. That the American government subsidizes the Is
raeli purchases of those arms and thus their use - in the
slaughter in Lebanon, for instance - is of no concern to those
executives. The American plutocrat is inured to the screams of
his raped daughters and wives, the induced moronhood of his
sons, the desecration of his country and his people on all levels
- only the creation of new products and markets interests him,
and he will go to increasingly vicious lengths to achieve them.
He will still be trying to do so in the ruins of the system. He will
not stop as long as he has breath.
American administrators from Truman to Reagan have
shared the businessman's lack of concern for reality. Com
pletely dominated by business interests, American government
leaders are invariably coerced or bribed into playing the pro
duce-and-consume game no matter the cost to the country. (If
not one business interest, then another. American oil company
executives may complain that American business interests are
not being served by backing Israel against the Arab states, but,
in a broader view, that is only an example of one business
interest being supplanted by another. The Jews would argue
dared they speak quite so frankly - that since they are now the
real rulers of America, their business interests are more Ameri
can than any other. They have no argument with produce-and
consume - they just want it to be their produce-and-con
sume.) For nearly forty years, the same bland, limited "leaders"
- there is not a whit of difference between Democrats and
Republicans, between liberals and conservatives - have done
as they were told and seen their portfolios grow accordingly,
whether from payoffs from whites, Sicilians, Jews, or whatever.
Can such a system go on indefinitely? It isdifficultto see how.
When will it finally crack wide open? No one knows. It is
doubtful, however, that there will be a change in policy. The
grand, manic design of capitalism will be promoted until it
succeeds (very doubtful) or fails in spectacular flameout. This
means, because of the never-ending demand for new bodies,
that the importation of dark peoples into the United States and
Europe will continue unabated, as will their never-ending sub
sidization; that the ruling whites in predominantly dark regions
(South Africa, for instance) will be ousted if possible; and that
loans to dark and Slav-dominated countries will be continued
and increased if necessary. In the lunatic board rooms of the
giant global companies, 4-plus billion nonwhites and quasi
whites are much more attractive than a mere 400 million
whites of Northern European descent. The dream of putting the
4-plus billion onto the produce-and-consume treadmill will be
pursued to ultimate decision.
From a racial standpoint, the dream cannot work because it
always ends in subsidization on a scale which cannot be af
forded. The production machines of America, Europe and parts
of the Orient (Japan, Taiwan, etc.) cannot survive in purely
domestic markets; the world's masses must become buyers or
the system will founder. But the dark recruit has a very short
asset life; he becomes a liability as soon as any control is turned

over to him. He can only function in a crude production
machine as a low-level slave; but true produce-and-consume
demands high-level workers who can produce enough goods
to be paid enough to buy them.
To date, the capital ist produce-and-consume system has
kept expanding by subsidizing dark purchasers via welfare
programs and other coverups domestically (with rare excep
tions, even those blacks who work are less efficient than whites
and are thus subsidized indirectly), and by endless financing
abroad. Can the system subsidize inefficiency indefinitely, with
the cost always increasing? It wou Id seem impossible.
How many insiders - if any - real ize how bleak the future
is? All insiders know the system is weak and vulnerable. On the
other hand, they know it has survived some heavy strains.
However, as a group they are not capable of genuine analysis.
They can not th ink except in terms of the past projected into the
present and future; they cannot imagine that conditions could
arise without precedent in their experience; they cannot ex
am i ne 1983 and beyond as sui generis. Because of this inabi 1
ity, they are woefully unprepared to deal with the entirely new
kinds of crises which may occur. And all crises seem unique in
retrospect. "Before 1929 very few insiders could imagine the
Crash and the Depression. Before 1945 very few insiders cou Id
imagine atomic weapons. In retrospect a lot of people can see
how 1929 and atomic weapons were inevitable. In time quite a
few people may see that the delirious capitalist dreams of
1945-? made catastrophe inevitable.
The great majority of insiders are also limited in that they
know the mechanical details of national and international
manipulations, but they don't - or can't - understand the
broad theory and deeper workings of the system. They know
they've made money out of lending and giving away money 
to Negroes, to Israel, to the Third World, to Communist coun
tries - so these blocs can, in turn, buy their products, but it
never occurs to them to wonder if they can go on indefinitely
making money by such subsidization. They run the system
without really understanding its longterm costs and weaknes
ses. Because of this lack of comprehensive understanding, the
opinion of the insider on the future of the system is question
able.
The cu rrent stock market euphoria is based on the same lack
of understanding, and is suspect for the same reason. If in
vestors understood the fragi I ity of the American system because
of its commitment to endless subsidization of inefficiency,
wou Id they be as optim istic as they are? Probably not.
The racial weakness of our system - the inevitable and
unaffordable cost of subsidizing the inefficient - is not the
system's only weakness, but it is certainly fundamental. And if
there is an underlying justice in human affairs, sooner or later it
must bring down the system.
And there is good cheer for those who fear that our leaders
may wake up in time and devise some last-minute escape from
the consequences of their ruinous policies. American commit
ment to the produce-and-consume capitalist subsidization sys
tem is so total, so blind, so unquestioning that it could not be
changed now. (As all presidents from Truman to Reagan have
found, even when they attempted the most cosmetic of tinker
ings. No matter how confidently they come to Washington,
they are soon taught the facts.) Our system is us and we are it,
and we could no more give it up than we could stop watching
television.
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Notes from the Sceptred Isle - John Nobull
In the November 1982 issue, I was guilty of oversimplifying
Elmer Pendell's message when I cited him as saying that civili
sations self-destruct because10w IQs outbreed high ones. Actu
ally, what he demonstrates is that they collapse when the
problem-makers outbreed the problem-solvers -- which is not
quite the same thing. All right, so intelligence has to do with the
abi I ity to solve problems, but Swartzbaugh's "mediators" de
liberately use their intelligence to prevent the solution of really
big problems (such as coloured immigration) precisely because
non-solution of such problems automatically creates a host of
smaller problems which enable them to go on mediating for
ever
or at least until the system collapses under its own
weight. On the other hand, many persons (nearly all whites)
who are without a lot of intelligence, but who cheerfully recog
nise their limitations and work hard, must certainly be num
bered among the problem-solvers. I never meet a decent man
or woman of this kind, working in a pub or a club or a shop or a
market, without feeling that they are fitting members of
the Majority, and that their cause is mine.
Many better-placed members of the Majority have in
the past felt about ordinary hard-working people as I do.
This explains the psychology of John Ruskin and all
those middle- and upper-class socialists at the turn of
the century. They saw that the dice were to some extent
loaded against the working man, and that things should
be arranged otherwise. Well, they and others not so well
intentioned created a welfare state in which the working
man no longer had to do the dirty jobs, so that he lost his
function and was replaced by immigrants. Nor are the
do-gooders necessarily confined to the Left. Take Major
C. H. Douglas, who founded the Social Credit move
ment between the wars. He rightly saw that the fi nancial
system was (and remains) a swindle, because the in
terest on loans is not created at the same time as the
loans, which means that the system is not self-liquidat
i ng, and more interest-bearing credit must be created
merely in order to repay the interest. He, and Ezra
Pound after him, saw no reason why every native citizen
of a country should not become the economic heir of
the economic and cultural capital amassed over the
ages. Douglas even went so far as to say that there was
no reason why citizens shou Id work unless they wished
to possess more than the National Dividend entitled
them to. But only very motivated people are strong
enough to bear prolonged leisure of any kind, whether
in prison or out of it, and most others are rotted by
idleness. Kipling saw this truth clearly in his poem, "The
Gods of the Copybook Headings," in which he con
trasts the spirit of the old tru isms with the deceptive
promises made by "the Gods of the Market Place."
In the Carboniferous Epoch we were promised abundance
for all,
By robbing selected Peter to pay for collective Paul;
But, though we had plenty of money, there was nothing our
money could buy,
And the Gods of the Copybook Headings said: "If you don't
work you dlE'."
PACE
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If you doubt this for a moment, consider the possible "solu
tion" of some major world economic problem -- say, energy.
Harry Shultz and others of his ilk have been touting the possibil
ity that a cheap process of electrolysis, separating water into
oxygen and easily-used hydrogen, could solve all our energy
problems. Can you imagine the further expansion of the urban
biomass which would result, the pollution, the pullulation? In
the past, it was poor countries like Attica, Extremadura and
Scotland which produced the pioneers, not so much the rich
countries like Lydia, the Ukraine or Lombardy. Today, coun
tries with few resources like Switzerland, Alhlria and Japan
have relatively high living standards, wril(· countries with
enormous resources like Zaire, Nigeria and Buzi I contain great
masses of the destitute, and nations with comparatively
resources in relation to population, like the Soviet Union, the
United States and Britain (with its North Sea oil and great coal
reserves) are falling behind in the productivity stakes.
I do not mean to justify the financial swindle whereby
our enemies manipulate the world's economies, but I do
wish to emphasize that there are no free lunches, that
life is a continuous struggle, and that only in death will
we find perfect peace, not in some terrestrial utopia:
And after this is accomplished, and the brave
new world begins,
When all men are paid for existing and no man must
pay for his sins,
As surely as Water shall wet us, as surely as Fire
will burn,
The Gods of the Copybook Headings in terror
and slaughter return.

*

*

*

A.J.P. Taylor, in the preface to The Habsburg Mon
archy, /809-/918, admits his book was written because
the earlier version had been dominated by "the liberal
illusion." Nevertheless, the new version retains many
traces of that illusion. Typical is this statement, which
covers Austria in both the 18th and 19th centuries:
"Deep feeling found an outlet only in music, the least
political of the arts." The implication is quite clear.
Under a repressive system, such as he claims the Habs
burgs' to have been, people with deep feelings find a
non-political outlet in music. One would therefore ex
pect to find countless Haydns, Mozarts, Beethovens and
Bruckners flourishing behind the Iron Curtain!
Houston Stewart Chamberlain, author of The Foun
datIOns of the Nineteenth Century, saw the phenome
non of German music differently. He argued that music W(lS the
greatest of the arts, .:wd lhat the Germdns were preeminent in
music. Ergo, Germc.ln culture was superior. If we follow the
syllogism through, it is hard to tau It, though of course the same
could be said of Northern Itaiy during the Renaissance. Could
there have been some
in the nature of the Ital ian
populatIon which accounted for Italy's relcltive musical and
artistic decl ine? Perish the thought!

The strange thing is that Chamberlain was not a Nordicist like
his mentor, Comte de Gobineau. He was a believer in judicious
hybridisation, claiming thatthe Germans had achieved a sort of
optimum balance between Nordic, Alpine and Mediterranean
elements. I would say that Alpine elements were almost never
to be found in the aristocracy, though Mediterranean types,
resu Iting from dynastic marriages, were quite common. Most of
the composers were Nordics, though Beethoven was an Upper
Paleolithic type. Only Schubert, whose family came from
Brunn, the capital of Moravia, shows definite Alpine tenden
cies.
The same hybridisation argument has been advanced in the
case of Renaissance Italy, the idea being that the great age
passes when the optimum balance is upset. It might be so,
though I doubt it. Even in ancient Greece occasional Alpine
elements (Socrates, for instance) were found at the highest
intellectual levels.
What is certain, however, is that signs of what John R. Baker
calls "higher evolutionary grade" are far commoner at a time of
great cultural efflorescence. These signs include large brain
a high facial angle (resulting from development of the
frontal lobes), finely chiseled features, lack of heavy brow
ridges, an upright carriage, soft hair texture, and above all those
characteristics which Baker fails to emphasise: lightness of
hair, skin and eyes. All this adds up to a strong Nordic racial
tendency, even if non-Nordic traces may be observed in some
leading individuals.
*

*

*

Cholly has recently been pursuing a policy of worst-is-best,
saying not only that our society is doomed (which is quite
incontrovertible if present trends continue) but also that we all
thoroughly deserve to be involved in the common ruin on
account of our destructiveness. It may be so or, more likely, it
may
that Cholly sees only one way of ever getting us to really
react -- out of despai r when we are forced to face what we are in
for.
Whatever his motives, there is no doubt that Cholly is in good
company. Here are the words of the turn-of-the-century En
glishman, Wilfrid Blunt:
The destruction of beauty in the name of science, the destruc
tion of happiness in the name of progress, the destruction of
reverence in the name of religion, these are the Pharisaic crimes
of all the white races; but there is something in the Anglo-Saxon
impiety crueller sti! I: that it also destroys, as no other race does,
for its mere vainglorious pleasure. The Anglo-Saxon alone has in
our day exterminated, root and branch, whole tribes of man
kind. He alone has depopulated continents, species after spe
Cies, of their wonderful animal life, and is still yearly destroying,
and this not merely to occupy the land, for it was in large part
empty, but for his insatiable lust of violent adventure, to make
record bags and ki II.

When I read the above lines, my initial reaction should
perhaps have been a heartfelt mea
but it wasn't. I
thought, by God, if we were still like that, we shouldn't have
much to fear. My tnoughts turned, as they so often do, to all
those miserable little modern-day Britons, caring and guilt
ridden, apologising for their existence in every movement and
gesture, or crowding oikishly together in football crowds, their
long hair making them look exactly like mediaeval villains,
with their ghastly semi-detached, jerry-built housing and their

slumlike allotments (which contrast so greatly with the or
chard-like Schrebergarten of Central Europe).
Nor do I accept Blunt's indictment in its entirety. Not that
what he says is untrue, but I believe it is a perversion of our love
of adventure which led to all the destruction. Above all, it
resulted from allowing the lower classes to hunt. When my
Norman ancestors conquered England, they may have commit
ted a little mayhem, but among many other constructive mea
sures, they set aside great tracts like the New Forest as royal and
noble hunting grounds. These were equivalent to the paradises
of the ancient Persians, and were forbidden to the local folk.
Over the centuries, the folk regained their "rights" and now the
great forests of England have ceased to exist. It was even worse
in the colonies, where anyone with a gun had an unwritten
license to destroy anything that moved. Still, even this had its
compensations because, in America, those who have kept or
acqu i red weapons sti" have the means to ki II those who wantto
rape, murder and burn them out. My point is that only the
higher type can preserve as well as destroy, like the gods of
Olympus and Asgard. We shall not survive unless we recreate a
sense of organic social hierarchy, that hierarchy for which
Shakespeare is the principal spokesman.
Otherwise, my outlook is guardedly optimistic. I can't help
thinking how many more people I am in tune with now than I
was back during the dreary 1950s, when apparently intelligent
people believed in the future of the Commonwealth, "Europe a
Nation," One World, and other absurdities. I had no faith in the
Commonwealth as a substitute for the Empire, and my mistrust
is now confirmed by a report quoted in Private
(12/3/82):
"The Librarian of the Institute of Commonwealth Studies at
Oxford University has announced that his shelves do not con
tain any books on Australia, Canada, or New Zealand." How
ever, I must plead guilty to believing in "Europe a Nation."
Now I realise that only racial compatibility can form a basis for
the preservation of anything worth preserving in the Common
wealth, the United States or Europe. Still, I cannot believe that
those who are being forced to come together under the liberal
minority assault are going to allow themselves to become
tamely involved in the common ruin.
Then there is the vexed question of catastrophism. I think
most normal people will agree with the dictum of the late Sam
Rayburn, speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives, to the
effect that nothing is as good or bad as we think it's going to be.
A similar attitude of mind informs an article entitled, "Kondra
tieff is Bunk" in the November issue of The International Cur
rency Review (11 Regency Place, London, SWl P 2EA, En
gland), which reflects the sharp, acerbic intellect of the editor,
Christopher Story. Story rejects the economic determinism of
the Marxist Kondratieff, and denounces his apocalypticism in a
key passage:
Millennial bel ieis ... have been encountered throughout his
tory, and in many primitive societies -- where "cargo cults" are
among the best-known examples. Typically, they arise out of
some major economic or social disturbance which leads to the
appearance of the belief that present troubles represent the early
stages of some major crisis, which only a select band of initiates
may expect to survive.

That passage would seem to condemn both me and Cholly.
However, the work quoted in support of Story's remarks on
millenarianism is Norman Cohn's In Pur')U1t of the MillenlUm
(Seeker and Warburg, 1957), which I happen to have read. Mr.
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Cohn skates over millenarianism in the ancient world (largely
groan from my readers. They agree instinctively with W.B.
Yeats:
Jewish-inspired) and concentrates on mediaeval examples,
mainly European and potentially anti-Semitic. Modern mille
A statesman is an easy man,
narianism, which is associated not only with Rousseau but also
He tells his lies by rote,
with Karl Marx, is not treated at all, so the reader does not
The journalist makes up his lies,
perceive the path which led straightto Jonestown. Am I guilty of
And takes you by the throat;
racism when I suspect that these omissions may have some
So stay at home and drink your beer
thing to do with Mr. Cohn's own origins?
And let the neighbours vote.
In any case, Christopher Story himself sees fit to be remark
ably apocalyptic about the present world banking crisis. For a
All free men know that their freedom depends on the right to
long time he has been m'aking dire predictions about the likely
consider and decide on one thing at a time, and they recoil in
result of unwise loans by big banks to insolvent sovereign
horror from the compromises of political parties and the dirty
borrowers. Already, some of these borrowers have proved to be
business of package deals. Therefore, I think we should speak
qu ite bankrupt, and in some cases complete financial break
out strongly in favour of referenda on all important issues. The
down is imminent, unless appropriate measures are taken, such
fact that many people are too lazy to vote, as in Switzerland, is
as forcing the big banks to disclose their real reserves, instead of
an argument in favour of referenda. It means that power is left in
allowing them to shunt them around whenever an inquiry
the hands of those who care. The alternative to a referendum IS
happens to be in progress. De Gaulle saw something of the
a manipulated election, which is why tho'>e who love politics
same truth when he said that the United States (by which he
try to thwart the popular will by twisting the referendum ques
meant the core banks of the Federal Reserve System) was
tions. This can be circumvented by framing the questions our
exporting its deficit. Le grand Charles's attempt to back the
selves, as Jarvis and Gann did in California. Opinion polls
Franc with gold was followed almost immediately by a bar
demonstrate that right-wing opinions on such subjects as im
ricade on the Left Bank. My point is that intelligent people tend
migration, education, taxation and crime are held by an over
to see consequences long before they happen. They see far
whelming majority of the electorate. But the media consistently
beyond Sam Rayburn and the wisdom of the country store. But
defame anyone who sets out to implement the popular will.
they tend to discount the possibi I ity that measures may be taken
Therefore, we must vote for even the narrowest and most
wh ich at least offset the worst effects of what they predict. To
blinkered candidates, provided they look likely to slow up the
that extent, Raybu rn is right.
timetable for our destruction. Remember that the very exis
Also, while millenarian beliefs are particularly associated
tence of a party on the extreme right respectabi I ises anyone to
with the Jews (who have so often used them as a socially
the "left" of it. (The left always applies the mirror-image of this
disruptive force), they are nevertheless natural to all thinking
principle, and this helps to define the political spectrum.)
men faced with the likelihood of a cataclysm. The difference is
While harbouring no illusions about politics, we must learn to
between those who go forward clear-eyed to meet their fate,
vote at every election at which a remotely acceptable candi
like the heroes of Greek tragedy, and the apathetic slaves and
date is standing. Above all, we should ignore the pre-election
pathological conspirators who cooperate with what is seen as
polls which always claim that the difference between the major
inevitable. In the Norse Edda there is a final battle in which the
parties is "too close to call" or tell us that our man hasn't a
gods stand against the dark hordes of Muspilli and are over
chance in hell. We must recognise that it is only by sabotaging
whelmed in a common ruin. But afterwards Baldur and his
the present system that we can hope to survive at all. James
companions emerge from the underworld to enjoy a fresh
Reston puts it thusly, "all politics are based on the indifference
green earth.
of the ma jority."
I think Cholly is right to foresee the breakdown of our multi
The third stage is to construct an economic environment in
racial society. In order to survive the debacle, we must plan on
which we cooperate to a maximum extent with our own kin
a very much larger scale. There wi II have to be an inner core of
and to a minimum extent with aliens. I do not mean by this that
initiatives -- not a sort of freemasonry with passwords and
we should learn the price of everything and the value of noth
codes, but a self-selected group of those who understand the
Ing, but merely that we shou Id recognise the elementary justice
philosophic basis of survival, who realise that it is not radical to
that those who produce most shou Id receive the greatest re
be trad itional ist, who understand that what one bel ieves shou Id
ward.
grow out of what one honestly feels and perceives, who know
Having created an environment suitable for survival, we
that cu Itu re needs clarification, not obfuscation, and who are
should concentrate our attention on the improvement of the
ready to applaud A.N. Whitehead when he writes: "To see
race, making sperm services available to suitable childless
what is general in what is particular and what is permanent in
couples. We should make sure that healthy white orphans
what is transitory is the aim of scientific thought." In other
never get near an orphanage, but are adopted immediately by
words, we who have drawn so much on the notions of a
our own people.
romantic individualism in the past, must develop a form of
It must be accepted that there is a certain momentum in
classicism. No one sees this more clearly than Professor Revilo
human affairs, which appears to be running very much to our
P. Oliver in his recent book, America's Decline: The Education
disadvantage. Chesterton's Virgin Mary states it in this way:
of a Conservative. Auberon Waugh puts the required attitude in
a nutshell: "Sanity is something which has to be imposed on an
I have no wore for your comfort,
original state of chaos. Order, logic, clarity and peace of ~ind
Nor yet for your desire,
are sustained by deliberate and continuous exercise ot the
Save that the sky grows darker yet,
will."
And the sea rises higher.
The next stage is the political, at which I hear a subdued
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Yet the future is by definition undetermined. If we can only
stem the tide and turn it, our victory will be more significant
than Salamis, Cannae, Tours or Lepanto. We can almost liter
ally create a new heaven and a new earth, and the sacrifice of
our society, even the sacrifice of so many whining, cowardly
denizens of the New Britain, not to speak of the overweight
customers at Cholly's American supermarkets, will be a small

Mothers of boys often have problems with
mothers of girls. Mothers of girls are very
suspicious of boys, believing boys will
"ruin" their girls if given half a chance.
Mothers of boys, on the other hand, secretly
believe that those little flirts with blinking
eyelashes are out to entice their sons. Natur
ally, boys will be boys. But their mothers
prefer to see their sons' more lovable qual
ities. It's incredible how differently things
appear to girls when they grow up and have
sons. Girls -- and women -- are very cruel
until they have sons. Women who have only
girls never quite enter the male world.
Oddly, women who have sons are often
considered by men to be more "feminine."
Such women are necessarily more aggres
sive, buttheir aggression is on behalf oftheir
sons. Boys have a lot of energy, and old
maids are even harder on them than are
mothers of girls. And mothers of boys also
have to protect them against fathers of girls.
Even more than girls' mothers, girls' fathers
know that boys are up to no good. They
remember.
Female schoolteachers also dislike boys.
They can't understand why boys at age ten
don't want to join hands with girls in a circle
and sing songs. They can't figure out why
that "mean" kid sticks his tongue out at
Cynthia with her charming curls and pink
dress. Boys' mothers know that is the way
boys are at age 10.
When you see a boy gone bad, his mother
may have been so hurt by men that she hates
all males. You see this especially in the ghet
to or among Jews. Girls can survive some
pretty tough situations. But boys need par
ents, need them more and need them long
er, and they need them until they are in their
20s. Boys, even more than girls, must know
that someone loves them. Perhaps it's be
cause so many mothers are so hard on them.
Some mothers try to turn boys into girls.
When they act like normal boys, they are
labeled "hyperactive" and given tranquiliz
ers, so they will sit quietly and not be dif

price to pay. In A.C. Ainger's words:
God is working his purpose out, as year succeeds to year;
God is working his purpose out, and the time is drawing near;
Nearer and nearer draws the time, the time that shall surely be,
When the earth shall be filled with the glory of God as the waters
cover the sea.

ficu It. It's the nature of boys to be difficu It, to
explore, to fight and invent, to draw violent
pictures of things blowing up.
What I've just said, of course, does not
agree with the Marxist line that people can
be hammered into whatever shape some
parent or teacher decrees. The Marxist line
is so frequently encountered in schools,
however, that mothers are almost required
to learn it. As an antidote, this may lead
mothers of boys to investigate Jungian psy
chology. Most of them are usually intelligent
enough to see through Freud. In fact, I know
of only one woman who is a Freudian -- a
Jewish lesbian. After Jung a mother may
look into comparative religion or mythol
ogy, which will help her better understand
her own culture.

*
Men make a lot of mistakes. The greatest
is that they expect their young wives to be
logical. Young wives are not logical. It takes
years fj lied with frustration and tears for
wives to be logical. When you say some
th i ng to a you ng woman, it doesn't mean the
same thing to her that it does to you. Men
feel that communication is impossible be
cause women follow no rules of logic, while
women feel that men who follow heartless
rules of logic are robots and inhuman mon
sters who never really loved them in the first
place. You can't change it. Just accept it.
Women are different.
The real differences between men and
women aren't in talent and ability but in
drive, courage, strength and willpower. No
more dangerous creature exists than a moth
er protecting her child. But, on a day-to-day
basis, the mother's estrogen is no match for
that pumping testosterone. It is the hormon
ally endowed drive that so often makes men
better at many things than women. That
drive not only shows itself in science but in
music and poetry as well. Women can write
beautifully, but when there is fire in the
work, it usually comes trom a man.
I can already hear women screaming as I
write this. But those screaming, liberated
women are probably not married, or at least
not happily married. Also, they are the kind
who don't particularly like married women.
The bachelor girls tell us that if they have to
go out and work, then we, the pampered,
spoi led, married"prostitutes" shou Id go out
and work, too. Many of us do without the
feminist attitudinizing and rhetoric.
The successful female business executive
is not fond of other women. Women who
like women as well as men are mothers and
wives. A married women's two greatest en

emies are the male homosexual and the un
married female. When a woman needs pro
tection she will turn to the normal male, not
to the male homosexual or the unmarried
female. When she votes, she'd rather vote
for a man who might be fair to women than
for a woman who resents other women.
A few million working women will harm
no one. But if all women go back to work as
soon as their children are grown, there will
be no one left to do all the unpaid tasks that
keep society together. We need to have peo
ple with time to listen, to think and to under
stand. In the past, these people were our
older women or our retired grandfathers.
Being a wife and mother is a lifetime job.
The grown children still need to have some
one to listen to them in times of crisis, and
husbands need their wives even when the
children are away from home. If the hus
band loses his job, and the woman must
work, she can and will.

*

*

*

once spent a few weeks working (for
college credit) as an outreach worker in a
Southern ghetto. It was a new and astonish
ing experience for someone who had grown
up in a totally white town. I soon discovered
that what I had believed to be true about
blacks and the ghetto wasn't true.
One of the big surprises was that the two
most respected types of black heroes are the
sports hero and the criminal. Not only are
successful black criminals admired, they are
among the most intelligent blacks! Black
males in the ghetto brag about having been
in prison the way some whites brag about
having gone to Harvard.
In the black ghetto, crimes against whites
are seen by blacks as being on the level with
Simon Wiesenthal's hunting down of Nazis.
The idea is to "make them [whites] pay,
make them suffer." Jews justify their ven
geance by pointing to the Holocaust. Blacks
tell you about how their great-great-grand
mother didn't get enough to eat because of
her "mean, cruel, Southern slave master."
The slave owners are dead and most of the
Nazis are dead, but never mind. Though we
didn't do it, we are related by blood to those
who did.
What do you say to young black males
when they are extremely hurt and upset be
cause they thought that the white woman
getting on that bus was very pretty, and
when they let her know their feelings, she
suddenly started crying and called them
"savages"? Actually they were treating her
just the way they would have treated an
attractive black woman. But the black woINSTAURA nON
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man would have been flattered, and every
one would have been happy. The white
woman, however, probably saw danger
where, in this particular case, there was
none. But her somewhat hysterical reaction

almost created a dangerous situation.
Some blacks, of course, do murder whites
or rape whites just because they are whites.
If you are a woman and have been raped by
a black, then it is obviously difficult for you

to like blacks. In general, however, if you
forget the large criminal element they are,
or were, a warm, easy-going people.

Last fall the number of minority freshmen
at Harvard was 431, compared to 463 in
1981.
Two recent polls financed by the Ameri
can Jewish Committee indicated that 75%
of American Jews favored ERA, 88% backed
the Jewish invasion of Lebanon, 49% ap
plauded the bombing of West Beirut, 66%
identified themselves as Democrats, and
67% said gays should be allowed to teach in
public schools. On the other hand, 72%
were against abolishing the death penalty,
56% were against busing, and 65% were
against job quotas.

#
In 1920 blacks operated 925,710 farms in
the U.S.; in 1978, 57,271. Blacks leave
farms at 2Y2 times the rate of whites. Average
size of a black farm, 128 acres; average
white farm, 428 acres.

#
Michael Reagan, the president'S adopted
37 -year-old son, requested 19 rooms for
himself and his retinue of Secret Service
guards for a 3-night stay at the Grosvenor
Hotel in London. The bill came to $3,200.

#
Romania has the world's highest suicide
rate: 66.5 per 100,000; Hungary 43.1; East
Germany 30.5. Lowest: Kuwait 0.4; Jordan
0.2; Kenya 0.2. The u.s. ranked 20th at
12.5.

#
Seven of the black and female hostages
released by Iran 19 days after their capture
are suing the U.S. government for $10 mil
lion for taking away their "rights" to collect
damages from the Ayatullah.

#
Stephen Douglas, a mUSICian, is the
founder of Redheads International Club. Jay
Brownstein is president of RASP (Redheads
Are Special People). AI Sacharov has written
The Redhead Book (Word of Mouth Press,
7117 Poplar Avenue, Tacoma Park, MD
20912, $6.50). Some Sacharov statistics;
11 % of Scotland's population is redheaded;
Ireland 10%; Russia, Denmark, England
and Sweden 5%; Jews 4%, U.S. 2%. Fa
mous redheads include JFK, Thomas Jeffer
son, Queen Elizabeth I, Columbus, Lenin,
John Glenn, Van Gogh and Judas Iscariot.

#
In the first half of 1982 the number of
inmates in federal and state prisons in
creased 6.9o/c to 394,380.
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The Justice Department sent 264 federal
observers and a team of 20 civil rights law
yers and "election specialists" to monitor
and spy on the 1982 congressional elections
in Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi and South
Carolina.

#
In 1968 in the South, 81 % of black stu
dents were in segregated schools. In 1980
the figure had dropped to 57%. Today, the
state with the most segregated schools is
Illinois, where 68% of the state's black stu
dents go to schools that are 90% to 100%
minority.

#
The u.S. budget for fiscal 1982 was
$110.7 billion short. It was the biggest def
icit, the 13th consecutive deficit, and the
21 st in the last 22 years.

#
By 1986 SWAPO, the black terrorist gang
operating in and about Namibia, will have
received $40 million from the UN for pur
poses of "national liberation." The u.s.
shells out $350 million to the UN each year,
almost 259'c of its operating budget. The
Soviet Union, which has three votes in the
General Asembly, pays only 13%; Japan
10%, West Germany 8%: France 6%; Bri
tain 5%. The Seychelles Islands, with a pop
ulation of 65,000, pays practically nothing,
but has an equal vote with the u.S. in the
General Assembly.

#
Since Washington, D.C., passed an anti
handgun law in 1976, murder there has
gone up 209'c, robbery 62(k, aggravated as
suit 429'c.

#
Cemp Investments, Ltd., a Canadian firm
controlled by the Bronfmans, often called
North America's richest family, has default
ed on an $84 million mortgage on a New
York City property and welched on a prom
ise to make a down payment of $21 million
on same. The Majority-controlled Citibank
is left holding the bag.

#
In the past 13 years more than half of the
7,000 members of the Royal Ulster Constab
ulary have been injured and 110 killed (plus
54 volunteer police reservists) while trying
to keep the peace in Northern Ireland.

#
A poll of a thousand scientists listed in
American Men and Women of Science re
vealed that 53% of the 741 respondents
would proceed "rapidly" in the develop
ment of nuclear energy; 36% would pro
ceed "slowly"; 7% wanted to stop it; 3%
opted for the dismantling of existing plants.

#
Over half of Jimmy (thf' Tooth) Carter's 17
appointments to Washington, D.C., courts
were black. In President Reagan's first two
years only one-quarter of his 12 appoint
ments to D.C. courts were minority mem
bers
two blacks and one Hispanic. As of
today, 18 of the city's 53 judges are black.

#
Three "Easts" are the blackest cities in the
U.s.: East S1. Louis is first, with 95.6Vt of the
total population of 55,200; East Cleveland,
second, 86.5l/t of 36,957; East Orange,
New Jersey, third, 83.5l/t of 77,025.

#
17,825 Lebanese and Palestinians were
ki lied and 30,203 wounded in the latest
Middle East war (as of Sept, 1, 1(82). The
Israeli armed forces lost 368 dead and 2,383
wounded. 600 Israeli soldiers suffered
"mental breakdowns" during the cam
paign.

#
Half of the 12 largest Canadian trust com
panies are owned or controlled by Jews.
Trust companies in Canada operate almost
exactly like banks in the U.S. Their com
bined worth now totals 138 billion Cana
dian dollars.

#
In 1978, Japan had 1,86} murders; t~
U.S. 19,555. The rape count was 2,897 ver
sus 67,161.

#
"Accordi ng to sample statistics that seem
qu ite good, two out of every five American
woman have been subjected to attempted
rape. One out of three American women
have been raped .... Only one out of 10
rapes are attacks by strangers .... " Andrew
W. Greely, Chlrago /nUrI'dl (Dec. 8, 1(82).

#
Salaries and fringe benefits consume 75{k
of Los Angeles' $1.5 billion annual budget.

MIKE WALLACE of 1/60 Minutes" fame
has signed a new multimillion-dollar con
tract with CBS. Instead of being fired for his
racial slurs on blacks and Hispanics last
The four smasheroo bestsellers of late
The "bestseller lists" of the New York
year, he ended up with a raise. Onetime
1982, according to Newsweek (Nov. 1)
Times are not too accurate because they
Secretary of Agriculture Earl Butz was
routinely exclude books which sell well in
were:
forced to resign after giving vent to an ethnic
the "wrong" stores. MICHAEL MORGEN
joke that jabbed just as hard as Wallace's,
The Almighty by IRVING WALLACE
STERN's How to Make Love to a Woman
though admittedly it was more original. But
Spellbinder by HAROLD ROBBINS
sold well in just the "right" stores and made
Butz, and countless other Majority members
Max by HOWARD FAST
the Times' nonfiction list. The author urged
Space by ,AMES MICHENER
who have been fired or socially ostracized
men to "display sensitivity" toward women.
for indulging in ethnic humor, don't have
The same week his book reached number
Robbins and Wallace are millionaire Jew
the "racial insurance" that protects Wal
12, Morgenstern returned home unexpect
ish pornographers. Howard Fast is a Jewish
lace.
edly and found his girlfriend, fashion model
ex-Stalinist. James Michener is an orphan of
ETHEL PARKS, with another man. He very
unspecified lineage. Not a very inspiring
sensitively knocked her out and now faces
quartet to feed Americans their most popu
assault charges.
District Judge THOMAS O'DONNELL of
lar literary fare.
Last Vegas has ruled that 17-year-old An
drea Garcia and hundreds of other illegal
A gentleman named JOHN STAMA
aliens in the area must be allowed to apply
At a salary of $25,000 a year SHALOM
TIADES told a graphic arts convention in
for driving permits. Denying them the
STAUB has been appointed by the state of
San Diego last summer that the "three prin
"right" to drive is "unlawful," he says. An
Pennsylvania to study its "forgotten" ethnic
cipals responsible for the Gutenberg Bible
drea's attorney, JAMES J. KELLY, reasons
groups. About 30 states now have such
Gutenberg, Fust and Schoeffer" -- were
that, after all, her equally illegal dad has
"folklorists," though probably not all of
Jews.
received legal permission to hold a job.
them belong to Staub's own "folk." Born
Steven Staub of Hungarian-Jewish parents,
he hebrewfied his first name in college. In
In his new autobiography, Confessions of
At last report, WIL
addition to his supposedly fulltime job, he is
an Actor, Laurence Olivier tells of his dif
LIAM GEORGE STERN,
busy acquiring a Ph.D. His doctoral disser
ficulties in co-starring with Marilyn Monroe
whose Wilstar Group
tation, a work in progress, is on the Yemen
in an old flick called "The Prince and the
holding company was
ite Moslem community in the
In a press
Showgirl." Marilyn, who never appeared on
declared bankrupt in
interview, Staub was careful to point out
the set alone, was unfailingly accompanied
1974 with debts total
that resentment against Anglo-Saxon cul
by PAULA STRASBERG~ the wife of the
ling
$208 million, was
ture is common among minorities. He said
drama coach, Lee Strasberg. At times, as
still residing in a $1 mil
nothing about resentment against Jewish
Oliver described it, it was almost a Mrs.
I ion home at Golders
culture, which, as every folklorist ought to
Svengali-Trilby situation. "Paula knew no
Green in North London.
know, has been pushing the Anglo-Saxon
thing. She was no actress, no director, no
Perhaps some of the good folk he ruined
offthe cultural map.
teacher, no adviser .... She had one talent;
should pay him and his lower lip a visit.
she could butter Marilyn up." Here is one
banal sample of the buttering overheard by
CHERIE CLARK is president of the Inter
Olivier:
British M.P. GREVILLE JANNER has
national Mission of Hope, an outfit which
launched a crusade to win a Royal Pardon
has
transported
more
than
500
children
You haven't even yet any idea of the
for the convicted arsonist and swindler BER
from the slums of Calcutta to middle-class
importance of your position in the world.
NARD SALTMAN, who spent two years be
American families in the past five years.
You are the greatest sex symbol in human
hind bars for torching his furniture ware
Exactly where did she find the babies? Oh,
memory .... You are the greatest woman
house and filing a $350,000 insurance
of your time, the greatest human being of
says Cherie, hospitals, orphanages, wo
claim. London Sunday Times reporters SI
your time, of any time, you name it. You
men's prisons ...
can't think of anybody, I mean
no, not
MON FREEMAN and DINA GOLD wrote
SUE ANN BROOKS, a single woman in
even Jesus -- except you're more popular.
the story, but "forgot" to mention that Jan
Bremerton, Washington, recently received
ner is President of the Jewish Board of Dep
her little Calcutta baby, Chandra. "Isn't she
uties and Saltman is a major donor to Zionist
beautiful," coos Brooks, venting the reflex
causes.
ive maternal instinct felt by every warthog,
No
one
at
the
anteater
and
pocket
gopher.
It all went as planned. TULA, the actress
mission knows (or cares) who Chandra's
who used to be a man, recently became the
The IIfloating" faggoty SHARAR ZAHV
biological mother is. The woman straggled
wife of EVA, the high fashion model who is
into the mission, "dropped her baby," and
SYNAGOGUE in San Francisco held a gay
still a man. "No woman could dream of
straggled back out. Meanwhile, a few miles
lesbian-bisexual Rosh Hashana service at
having a better husband!" says Tula, who
away, in the village of Kurmun, Bengal, the
the local Unitarian Church to usher in the
refers to his ideal mate as a "she." Tula, 28,
year 5743.
local savages still perform bloodcurdling rit
born Barry Cossey in London, has had trans
uals to placate their four-armed god, Siva. In
sexual surgery. Eva Robbins, 21, born Ro
one, 40 priests dig up 40 rotting bodies,
berto Coatti, has a dubiously female figure,
chop off their heads and parade around with
BILL and EMILY HARRIS, the couple who
male sex organs, and dresses like the Vir
the smelly things for days on end. Finally,
kidnapped Patty Hearst in 1974, may be
ginia Slims model who's "come a long way,
hysterical and self-hypnotized, they bring
released on parole shortly and their attor
baby." "I'm a husband who is also a wo
the heads to Siva. No outsider is allowed to
ney, STUART HANLON, says they have
man," says Eva. "We can't have children,
see what happens next.
"changed with the times." He adds, "They
but as soon as possible we'll try to adopt a
Thank you, Cherie and Sue Ann, for
would never describe themselves now as
poor child from the Philippines." Poor child
bringing Kurman folkways to America!
avowed reVO,utionists."
is right!

*
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Britain. From a London subscriber. On
the front page of the London Times (March
8, 1982) were two pictures with the head
ing, "Free Speech and the Law." The one on
the left shows Martin Webster, Activities Or
ganiser of the National Front, spea.king into
a microphone at a London rally, under a
Union Jack, and the picture on the right
shows a dreary untouchable in glasses,
wearing the uniform of the London police.
I know that Instauration has more time for
John Tyndall and his New National Front
than for Webster and the old National Front,
but the big temperamental differences be
tween the two men (once so closely in
volved together in various political activi
ties) should not blind us to the virtues of
Webster. He may be quarrelsome on occa
sion and sharp-tongued to the point of ex
treme offensiveness, but he has the guts to
turn these idiosyncrasies against our vi
cious, implacable enemies. No one has ever
impugned his courage, which is quite out
standing, and the hatred shown by the Jews
and the Left demonstrates that he hits them
where it hurts. In Oxford, some years ago, I
saw a large notice saying, "Bring Back
Hanging for Martin Webster."
Webster bel ieves that a working-class fol
lowing is the only one that will really fight
against the system. Not that Webster is
working-class. In terms of our peculiar so
cial system, he is definitely what might be
described as "middle-middle" (i.e., just be
low the great social divide, but quite cap
able of becoming an army officer or joining
any of the other professions). What is more,
he is exceptionally bright. One of his clever
est lines is this: "I was not clever enough to
go to the university, but I had always under
stood that universities were places where
ideas could be freely discussed." On Febru
ary 9, 1982, there was a report in the Daily
Telegraph of one of Webster's typical ac
tivities. Smoke bombs exploded at a meet
ing where Willie Whitelaw, the Home Sec
retary, was speaking. Webster stood up and
shouted, "Whitelaw, you bastard, why have
you seen to it that Joe Pearce leditor of the
NF youth periodical, Bulldog] went to pris
on when you refuse to prosecute the leaders
of the Brixton and Bristol riots?" Now that is
a piece of Engl ish!
There remains the much more difficult
question of Webster's homosexual tenden
cies. These have been evident to me for
some years (e.g. holding the hand of a Span
ish waiter). I find it very difficult to believe
that anyone closely associated with him
cou Id have been unaware of his procl ivities.
So what is the point of all this? Merely to
say that there are many mansions in my
father's house. I yield to no one in my hope
that John Tyndall may succeed in creating a
broader-based movement, which will ap
peal to a bigger cross-section of the British
population. I, of course, recognize WebPACE 30 --INSTAURATION -- MARCH 1983

ster's faults. But by God he is standing there
in the open fighti ng the good fight. How
many of us can say the same?
France. All the vicious and silly things
which the late Jean-Paul Sartre wrote about
white Europeans did not sink his reputation
as a "great thinker," but one nasty item he
wrote about the Jews may nearly do the
trick. Sartre, the author of a classic exercise
In obfuscation entitled AntI-Semite and Jew,
argued that the anti-Semite had somehow
"invented" the Jew, even as his mistress,
Simone de Beauvoir, contended that man
"invented" woman. Nevertheless, the wall
eyed Marxist from Alsace justified the worst
anti-Jewish atrocity of recent times as an
"act of war." The Palestinian slaughterof 11
Israeli athletes at the Munich Olympic
games in 1972, condemned by nearly all the
people whom Sartre had ridiculed in his
earlier tract, was defended by Sartre in a
little-known Maoist publication.
At least Sartre was consistent on the mat
ter of Arab terrorism. The leftist Frenchmen
who had praised the dirty deeds of the rev
olutionary forces in Algeria must, he said,
also praise those of the revolutionary Pales
tinians. The Palestinians had chosen the
Olympic setting because it would give their
deed world significance. "Denied represen
tation at the UN, they were forced to choose
this method to publicize their cause." While
the attack did not "tactically advance their
cause," it proved "better than any UN
speeches that the Palesti n ian problem ...
has become everyone's problem."
Strangely, Sartre's article went almost un
noticed when it appeared in 1972, then rap
idly vanished from sight. It resurfaced last
year as Sartre specialists plowed through
everything their master ever wrote. Reprint
ed in the Paris weekly, Les Nouvelles Lit
teralres, the article belatedly outraged many
readers, including the essayist Michel-An
toine Burnier, who called it "a dirty sur
prise" which "tarnished the image of a
man."
Poland. The hypocrisy of all the forced
anguish over the victims of World War II
was brought home vividly in December
when the outlawed labor leader Lech Wa
lesa tried to extend a I ittle sympathy to the
"wrong" victims. In an hour-long interview
with the West German magazine Bunte,
Walesa showed his humanity by stating:
We highly value the Germans, espe
cially because they help us particularly
much. They extend to us the largest assis
tance. Tell your tellow countrymen that
we, the Poles, will not forget it ....
The Poles and the Germans know what
suifering mean<,. We, the Poles, at least
constitute one nation in our suffering. On
the other hand, you, the Germans, are
divided and this is terrible.

For these remarks, Walesa caught hell
from the Communist authorities, one of
whom wrote that he "apparently is not
aware that he hits out at the memory of
millions of victims of Nazi bestiality by put
ting the sufferings of the Poles and Germans
on a par." To deny the sufferings of Ger
mans because Jews and Slavs also suffered is
a fiendish logic which Walesa (almost
alone) has had the courage to challenge.
Until the Western mass media begin to
publ icize -- for example -- the 100,000 plus
pro-Axis Frenchmen who were slain with
out trials after World War II, it is immoral to
continue weeping on a weekly installment
basis for the Jews who died. Why not put the
Jews on the back burner for a ten-year per
iod, and shed some tears for Germans
Poles, Ukrainians and other net~lected vic~
tims? Then -- who knows -- the West might
return to the Jewish tragedy with belief dnd
sympathy instead of tht' doubt and skepti
cism aroused In millions of Western hearts
and minds by the ceaseless media hype and
the emetic doses of bathos.
Israel. A Jewish expert on symbols stated
recently that the 20th-century meanings of
the swastika will fade away in time. He
wou Id have a hard ti me sell i ng that theory to
the wealthy residents of Tel Aviv and Jeru
salem. The two cities' nicest neighborhoods
have just experienced one of the worst out
breaks of swastika-daubings ever recorded.
And the vandals were not frustrated Arabs,
but frustrated Jews.
The home of Interior Minister Yosef Burg
was covered with slogans and a swastika, as
was the nearby Jerusalem Theater. "Ashke
nazim to Auschwitz, Treblinka and Dach
au" read one typical slogan. The Ashkena
zim are Israel's prosperous European Jews,
whom many of the poor Sephardim, or Afro
Asian Jews, resent.
"The Sephardic Revolution Has Begun"
read a scrawling in Tel Aviv. Other graffiti
promised Sephardic Jewish vengeance
against the Ashkenazic Jewish ruling class.
Swastikas abounded. The campaign was
triggered by the shooting death of a local
Sephardi who had tried to stop city authori
ties from bulldozing hiS family's slum dwel
ling. Neighborhood youths responded by
blocking a nearby road with burning tires, ,\
favorite Palestinian Arab tactic. The tires of
cars in some affluent Ashkenazic districts
were slashed, and one bitter young man told
a reporter, "The entire city now will go up in
flames .... The game is over." Some Se
phardic youth were said to be stockpiling
weapons and ammunition brought from
Lebanon.
With internecine strife on the rise in Is
rael, the embattled Ashkenazim, who are
31ready down to 40 r : ::>f the Jewi:;h popula
tion, are understandably reluctant to admit
more low-IQ "colored Jews." So Ethiopia's
endangered Falashas, or black Jews, will
continue to be admitted only in token num
bers. Though the Falashas have been Jewish
for some 2,500 years, it was only in 1975

In a recent interview, Nayar wrongly
Even in a remote city like Dushanbe, not
that the Israeli government extended to
maintained that there was no historical
far from the Afghan border, the cult has its
them the same rights under the Law of Re
precedent in the world for a mass expulsion
followers. "They're not really political,"
turn which had applied to all other Jews
of immigrants. "Can you imagine expelling
one college student explains. "They call
since 1948. Even today, says Rabbi Sholom
all the Mexican workers from the United
themselves fashisti, but that's just their way
Singer, "every stratagem is being used to
States?" he asked. Someone should tell the
of being bold. Mostly they just want to dress
keep them out."
Assamese nativists that that is precisely what
alike and impress the other kids with what a
Stockbroker Nate Shapiro, the president
was done in the 1930s, the 1940s, and again
risk they're taking." Some observers, how
of the American Association for Ethiopian
in the 1950s. Altogether, several millions of
ever, link the fad to resurgent Russian na
Jews, pointed out last November that only
unwanted Mexicans were sent packing.
tionalism, anti-Third World attitudes, and
one Ethiopian Jew had been admitted to
Nayar might also be advised to take a look at
boredom and disgust with Marxist dogma.
Israel since May. According to Shapiro,
what is presently going on in Nigeria.
there is a conspiracy within the Israeli cabi
Other Russian youth cults include the
punks, with a reputation for surliness and
net to persuade the faithful Falasha to "for
violence, and the pacifists, with their shabby
get about being Jews."
clothes and shoulder-length hair. Unlike
Brazil. The second most populous coun
their American counterparts, these pacifists
try in the New World, nominally Roman
China. Several recent German visitors to
change their tunes when drafted. The alter
Catholic, is fast becoming "the largest
the People's Republic have reported being
native would be prison, which is worse than
stronghold of spiritism on earth." The cardi
embarrassed by the respectful approaches
the army. Only the "golden youth," the
nal of coastal Salvador has warned against
of Chinese students, who wished to pay trib
pampered grandchildren of the country'sel
the "Africanization of the Brazilian peo
ute to "your great leader, Hitler." That
derly ruling clique, have the connections
ple," but he and the church have few allies
praise is but one manifestation of a Hitler
needed to avoid the draft by faking illness.
left in this black-majority city. Only five
cult now bobbing up here and there in Red
China. The younger generation's admira
years ago, the African cults were required to
register with the vice squad. Now, a Brazil
tion for Hitler as a ruthless, nationalistic
India. Casting his anthropological eye at
ian president has privately received an Afri
leader is especially ironic since Chinese
Assam, the Indian far northeast, the late
can priestess for the first time, and the gover
may read only such "objective" accounts of
Carleton Coon wrote, "the flat valley of the
nor of Bahia state has publicly knelt before
his life as William Shirer's The Rise and Fall
Brahmaputra is densely populated by Ben
this same woman and kissed her hands.
of the Third Reich.
gali Hindus, who disappear as soon as one
"We can be called 'the Black Rome,' " Gov
A Communist party spokesman in Hong
begins to climb the forested hills on either
ernor Antonio Magalhes announced proud
Kong explains:
side, for these hills are Mongoloid territory."
ly.
This ancient racial balance has been se
Our cadres are taking successful coun
Black Brazilians chant the same Yoruba
verely disrupted over the past generation by
teraction and meetings are held in uni hymns used in West Africa today. Their ritu
the
intrusion
of
up
to
5
million
immigrants
versities and schools to discuss Hitler's
als are most like those of the Fon tribesman
from Bangladesh, mostly Moslem and most
history precisely and to stress his com
in Benin (formerly Dahomey), and their
ly illegal. The result has been some of the
plete and inevitable defeat in his fight
dancing is permeated with giddy whirls and
most
fervent
outbreaks
of
nativism
seen
any
against Soviet Communism.
feverish grinds and quiverings. Salvador
where in recent times. Assam's "sons of the
alone has 3,000 spiritist centers, or terreiros,
One young Hitlerite in Sichuan province,
soil," a student-led movement, has vowed
up from 1,000 in 1960.
who had been campaigning "for the organi
to disrupt the province's life until its biologi
Last year, African divinities were featured
zation of 'Fascist Commandos' to promote
cal and cultural identity is guaranteed by
on a full-color set of Brazilian postage
Chinese expansion," was jailed recently for
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi. This would
stamps. The government also financed a
eight years. Wonder if he knows that the late
require the expulsion of most Bengali Mos
portfolio of 126 watercolors portraying Afri
Chou En-Iai's Eurasian son, a student in Ger
lems, since the native Assamites have been
can gods and rituals, and opened a lavish
many, fought alongside the Nazis on the
reduced to 60% of the population in their
museum of Afro-Brazilian culture.
Eastern Front?
own land. Demonstrations up to 300,000
Now that the blackest Brazilians are ex
strong have demanded just such action.
ploring their pre-Christian roots, perhaps
Soviet Union. Here, as in China, a Hitler
The ethnic protectionists' three-year-Iong
the whitest Brazilians will follow suit and
cult seems to be spreading. Whether or nota
protest has already cost nearly $1 billion in
demand postage stamps and museums hon
Hitler birthday celebration took place in
lost oil and industrial production, but the
oring Odin, Jupiter and Aphrodite.
busy Pushkin Square (a few blocks from the
feeling that material things come second in

life is almost universal there. (So much for
Kremlin) last Aprif 20, it is undeniable that
some young people in the larger Soviet cit
the psychologist Abraham Maslow's widely
ies call themselves fashisti. Jim Gallagher,
touted theory that a concern for food and
the Chicago Tribune's Moscow correspon
other basic needs comes first in our species,
dent for five years, reports:
while agitation over "identity" and "self
Ponderable Poem
realization" arises only after life's funda
Some teenagers claim that small fashisti
mentals are supplied.)
You cannot hope
cliques can be found in most of Moscow's
Legislative rule was suspended in Assam
to bribe or twist
secondary schools, their members easily
in March 1982, and replaced by an emer
Thank God! the
identified by their closely shaven temples
gency "president's rule." New elections are
British journalist.
and the white shirts, black pants, and
scheduled for early this year, but at least
black ties that they wear ....
three
political
parties
are
calling
for
a
boy
Even if the phenomenon is a limited
But, seeing what
cott, and one student leader predicts no
one, its mere existence is an extraordinary
the man will do
5%
turnout.
New
Delhi
has
more
than
a
development in a country that endured 20
unbribed, there's
million deaths in the war with Hitler's
ordered preventive arrests to maintain or
no occasion to.
Nazis and where ideological indoctrina
der, while its special secretary for Assam,
tion begins in nursery school. Equally in
P.P. Nayar, has ridiculed student claims that
Humbert Wolfe
triguing is the tolerant attitude which the
the influx from Bangladesh is continuing
authorities and other teenagers take to
( 1886-1940)
and that immigrants' names are being
ward the fad.
placed on electoral rolls to increase sup
ports for the feds.
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Graham Booster

Judging the Judges

Catholics have shown such hostility to
eugenics In recent years, and N ational Re
view has been so Catholic in its thinking,
that it is encouraging to find a National Re
view contributor coming down four
square behind Dr. Robert Graham's Nobel
Sperm Bank project. "Artificial Insemioo
tion, until now, hds been a daub-and-wattle
exercise" IS how D . Keith Mano puts it. And
the need for positive genetic marllpulatlOn
(his word) is great:

The judge-hatingest man in the United
States Senate is a wheelchair-confined polit
ical scientist from East Carolina University
named John P. East. Before the 97th Con
gress shut down last year, East introduced
the Judicial Reform Act of 1982. As a laudi
tory editorial in the Washington Times puts
it :

After .111, liberal government has been
fouling our gene pool for a long while
now. Dr . Graham. . says, " Essentially
we tax di sproportionately the able pro 
ducers , who, for this and other cause~ are
redU Cing their birthrate. At the same time,
we pay the Indigents to produce." College
tuition dnd a high tax rate dre marvelously
contra( eptive: th ey rendered me sterile at
two chiidren. Is progrl'ssive income-tax
Ing more moral , less melnlpuldtive, th an d
progressive attitude toward gene Im
provement'l don ' t think so.

According to Dr. Graham's medical di 
rector, "Major studies reveal that no screen
ing whatever is done of the [spermJ bank
donor by many gynecologists." The com
mon practice is to walk up to a medical
student or resident at random and say,
"Want to be a donor?" The inc,eminators
could do a lot worse than that, but they can
also do a lot better. As Mano observes, IQ is
positively correlated with health, strength
and looks -- so why not go for the best?

This is no half-hearted attempt to re
dress this or that example of overreacting
by the federal courts. The bill's 12 parts
propose nothing less than to return the
U.S. Constitution to its Origin al " uninter
preted" state.
Th e several provisions would strip the
federal judiciary of the legislative and ex 
ecuti ve authority it has usurped from Con
gress and the executive branch. It addres
ses every I~~ue raised by the irrepressibl e
judicial acti v ism of the last several dec
ades. The fight will be a gloriou s one.

Congress, the Times went on, had defau It
ed on its responsibility for resolving difficult
disputes out of sheer political cowardice,
thereby encouraging unelected Judges to
"step into the vacuum" and write much of
the vital "legislation" of the 20th century.
East's Reform Act would greatly increase
congressional oversight of the federal judi
ciary, make the Supreme Court's member
ship geographically representative (as it
once was), and return many usurped pow
ers "to the states respectively, or to the peo
ple," as provided in the Bill of Rights.

Staying Home
Southern Baptist preachers are becoming
a~ ommon In Israel as cripples at Lourdes.
The Zionists keep inviting them there for
showcase tours, the better to keep Baptist
theology on the right track .
At last, however, a few preachers are
starting to balk. C. Welton Gaddy, of Broad
way Church in Fort Worth, Texas, says his
con science would not let him go, especially
since hiS tour was sponsored by B' nai B'rith .
Rev. John Sullivan and Rev. Milton Cun
ningham also turned down the free prop
aganda tour.

Diary Dropped
No longer will seventh-graders in Wise,
Virginlc:1, b forced to read Anne Frank's
so-ca ll 'd Oi Jry. It IS now on the list of al
ternate book ' which students m ay elect to
r -dd. The switch i a victory for local parents
who fo und the book sexually offensive, but
pr incipal Jack Turner feels " anti -Semitism"
ma y be behind their complaints. Perhaps
so meone In town learned that parts of the
Dldry were written with a ball-point pen -
which was not manufactured until years af
t r the all eged writer'., death.
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Senator John East

Jim Ennes Plugs Away
The U.S.S . Liberty Newsletter, described
here last December, keeps on exposing
America ' s self-appointed censors. In the
Newsletter's December Issue, its editor and

historian, James M, Ennes Jr., described his
latest speaking tour around the country, As
usual, some cities were a total loss. In Chi
cago, for example, Zionist influence is so
pervasive that no media coverage whatso
ever was available, The one major radio
interview was canceled after Ennes arrived.
"Posters advertising a public address were
torn down, and students carrying posters
were threatened by persons who promised
to break up any address" on the Liberty.
With police protection, however, the
speech came off uneventfully.
Ennes also encountered cities, like San
Diego, which were "almost totally blind to
the Liberty story."
" Our pro-Israeli listeners would object
to any discussion of this subject," San
Diego station managers admitted w as
their reason tor rejecting the requested
Interview ~ . Few media managers are quite
so cdndld

Equally unsettling were a pair of radio
Interviewers whose hostility was totally un
professional, Irene Doyle of station WKAR
in East Lansing, Michigan, and Dick Pomer
antz of KSTP in Minneapolis.

IDovlel attempted to disarm us with
sw ee tness and praise for the book until the
moment we went on the air. Then her eye
gla zed over with open hostility as she
asked, ·' Aren't you trying to cash in on
antl-isrdeli :,entiment?" and followed up
With a rapid string of such hostile com
ments d ~, " That :,ounds pretty crazy, "
" rhl~ is pretty hard to believe," " You ap
pdrently helve an anti-Israeli stance"
' Your conclusions appear to differ wi~h
the ottiCiell reports," and similar remdrk~ ,
') 11 "' drcd~tlcally made.
As for Pomerantz, he rescheduled the En
nes interview twice, abruptly cut it from an
hour to seven minutes, asked a string of
hosti Ie questions, and then "cut short each
attempt to respond,"
Things went better elsewhere. Ennes gave
major talks at six Midwestern universities,
and even appeared on a 30-minute segment
of "PBS Latenight," which -- 151/2 years after
Israel's wanton attack -- marked the first
national TV coverage of the story.
In other Newsletter stories, Ennes report
ed that the evasive grave marker of six Lib
erty victims at Arlington Cemetery -- "Died
in the Eastern Med iterranean" -- has been
replaced with a new stone -- " KILLED U.S.S.
LIBERTY ." Ennes told how the History De
partment of the Israel i Defense Forces has
produced a document detailing its version
of the Liberty incident, one so full of false
hoods it will "raise the blood pre ure of
anyone who knows the truth." Those blind
enough to bel ieve that there IS sti II freedom
of expression in this country might be in
terested to know that B. Dalton, the nation's
bil?gest or second biggest bookseller, sti II
retuses to stock Assault on the Liberty, de
srJite four printings and heavy demand .

